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ABSTRACT 

American Mathematician Lotfi A. Zadeh in 1965 first introduced the concept of fuzzy 

set. He interpreted a fuzzy set on a set as a mapping from the set into the unit interval 

1= [0.1], which is a generalization of the characteristic function of the set. Many 

mathematicians throughout the world used this set to fuzzify different areas of 

mathematics. Fuzzy supra topology is one of the outcomes of such fuzzification of the 

usual topology. This thesis is a collection with addition of several results on fuzzy supra 

- 
topological spaces. Chapter one is a brief introduction of this thesis. Our main work is 

from second chapter where we have given some new examples and theorems on fuzzy 

supra topology. In a similar way we have studied third, fourth, fifth and sixth chapters. 

-4 
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I NTRODUCTION 

The concept of fuzzy set was first introduced by the American Mathematician 

Lotfi A. Zadeh in 1965. He interpreted a fuzzy set on a set as a mapping from the set 

into the unit interval. I = [o. I]. which is a generalization of the characteristic function 

of the set. Many mathematicians throughout the world used this set to fuz7.ify 

different areas of mathematics. e.g. L-fuzzy group. fuzzy ideals. fuzzy rings, fuzzy 

lattice, fuzzy topological spaces. L—fuzzy topological spaces. fuzzy supra topological 

space. fuzzy topological vector space etc. From the literature of fuzzy topological 

spaces. it is found that it is still developing in various directions. The fleld of 

knowledge on fuzzy supra topological spaces are not complete and we have observed 

some gaps there. Fuzzy topological spaces were. first introduced in the literature by C. 

L. Chang in 1968 who studied several basic concepts including fuzzy continuous map 

and compactness. Wong def'ined the same in 1975 and Lowen in 1976.   In 1 983 i\ S. 

Mashhour introduced the Fuzzy supra topological space and studied S-continuous and 

continuous function. Some generalized from of semi-open and semi-closed sets are 

given by A.A. Allani and A.M. Zahran in 1986. In 1987. M.F. Abd LI-Monsef 

introduced the Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces and studied fuzzy supra continuous 

functions and characterized a number of basic concepts. In 1996 he introduced Ilizzy 

S-continuous. frizzy S-open. and fuzzy,  S-closed maps and established a number of 

characterizations. The concept of induced fuzzy supra topological spaces was 

introduced by Bhaumik and MuLherjee and Anjan Mukheijee introduced the concept 

of S-induced L-iuzzy supra topological spaces. The material of the thesis has been 

divided into six chapters. A brief scenario is as fallows: 

Chapter one incorporates some of the basic deflnitions and examples on fuz/\ 

sets. fuzzy topology, fuzzy supra topology and its related topics. They are stated 

\vithout proof in di f'fercnt papers. 

Our main work starts from the second chapter. We have introduced and 

studied some properties of fuzzy supra topological spaces and established relation and 

non relation among them. 

In the third chapter we have introduced some R and ft properties of fuzzy 

supra topological spaces and been studied. 
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In the forth chapter. we have introduced and studied some F and T 

properties of fuzzy supra topological spaces. Also the ('artesian product between two 

fuzzy supra topological spaces is shown with examples. 

In the fifth chapter, we have introduced and studied some 12 properties of 

fuzzy supra topological space and we have established relations among them. 

In the sixth chapter. we have introduce and studied about the compactness and 

connectedness property of fuzzy supra topological spaces. We have established the 

relation between compactness property and continuity property of fuzzy supra 

topological spaces. In addition. we have studied some other properties of these 

concepts. 



CHAPTER -1 

Prerequisites 

LI. Introduction: This chapter incorporates concepts and results of the fuzzy sets. 

Fti/zv topological spaces and Fuzzy supra topological spaces v hich are to be used as 

ready reIrences f'or understanding the subsequent chapters. Most of the results arc 

quoted from various research papers. Through the sequel, we make use the following 

notations. 

I 0. I I = I : Closed unit interval 

An index set. 

1= 10. 1) : Right open unit interval. 

l= (0. 1] : Lefl open unit interval. 

i.t. o. u. v : Fuzzy set. 
? IKur 

(X. 1) Fuzzy topological space. 

(X. 1* ) : Fuzz),  supra topological space. 

(X. l') : Supra topological space. 

l(t*) = u1  (0. 1 J: U E t : Supra topology on X 

N : Collection of supra S-neighborhood 

1.2. Fuzzy Set: This thesis is a study of' Fuzzy supra topological spaces To present 

our work in a systematic way, we consider in this chapter various concepts and results 

from the theories of' fuzzy sets. fuzzy topological spaces and Fuzzy supra topological 

spaces scattered in various research papers. For this. we start with. 

Definition 1.2.1.: I.et X he a non -empty set and AX: no the characteristic 

function of A is a function. that declares which elements of X are members of the set 

A and hicli are not. It is denoted by i<,., orl \ .The function K or 

I : X—+ 10. 11 is defined by K, or 

I (x) =1 i1XEA 

=0 iN eA 

i'hroughout this work. we use. if needed. 'A  to denote the characteristic function ola set A. 
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Definition 1.2.2. Let X he a non - empty set and let I I. II. \ I'uzz\ set in X is a 

function : X--*I which assigns to each. Xe X its grade of membership 2(x) E I. 1541 

Definition 1.2.3. Let i' denote the set of all mappings 2: X—l.z\ member of i IS 

called fuzzy subset of X. 

Definition 1.2.4. A fuzzy subset is empty if and only if its grade of membership is 

identically zero in X: It is denoted by 0. II 

Definition 1.2.5. A fuzzy subset is whole if and only if its grade of membership is 

identicall\ one on X it is denoted by 1 .  .1491 

Definition 1.2.6. For any two members Xand i of I ". ? ~! t if 2( x )~i( x) fi'r each x 

E X. and in this ease?. is said to contain l.t and is denoted bvi.:i.,  p. or u is said to be contuilkd 

in '•I 4I 

Definition 1.2.7. Let 2he a fuzzy set the complement ?of 2.with respect to the set X 

is I -7. It is deiThed hyX(x) = (1-2.)(x) =I-? (x) for each XE X. it is also denoted hv?. 

- obviously (2.( )
C '.15I 

Definition 1.2.8. Let a and [I he two fuzzy subsets of X. l'hen the union ) of (/. and [ 

is a fuzzy subset of X. which written as 2ar and defined by. 

2 (x) max I(X(X). ( (x)] V xEX. 

In general. if J be an index set and A= n{u, : I E.J 1,  he a family of fuzzy sets of 

X then u is defined by (u, ) (x) = Sup u, I EJ where x EX. 1161 

Definition 1.2.9. Let a and 0 he two fuzzy sets in X. Then the intersection 2of (I. and 

f is a fuzzy set of X. written as 2=aL43. and defined by. 

2. (x)= ruin kx (x). (x)I V X E X. 

In general. if .1 he an index set and A= u u, : I e.1 he a family ol' fu//\ sets  (11 

Xthcnitis defined by(uu )(x) = lnfu: I €.J Vx EX. 1161 
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Definition 1.2.10. A fuzzy point in X is a special type of fuzzy set in X with 

membership function .t(y) = r, for y=x and p(y)= 0, Vx eX .and y# x where 0:!~r:!~1, 

this fuzzy point is said to have support x and value r is denoted by Xr or rl. 149] 

Definition 1.2.11 A fuzzy point Xr is said to be contained in a fuzzy set ? in X, or 

belong to ?, denoted by x eX, if and only if r < X(x). 

Evidently, every fuzzy set a can be express as the union of all the fuzzy points, which 

belong to a .. [49] 

Definition 1.2.12. Let X be a set and u and v be two fuzzy subsets of X. Then the 

difference of u and v defined as u- v =uuv' 

Laws of the algebra of fuzzy sets: 

In ordinary set theory idempotent laws, Associative law, Commutative law, 

Distributive laws, Identity law, Demorgans laws are true. Analogously these laws are 

also true in fuzzy set theory. But in case of ordinary set, we have for any set A, 

A,mA' =X, and AuA' =4). But these are not true in the case of fuzzy set. 

For example, if X= {a, b, c} and X is a fuzzy set defined by 

X= {(a, .2), (b, .7), (c, 1)} 

= {(a, .8), (b, .3), (c, O)} 

So XnXC = {(a, .8), (b, .7), (c, 1) #X 

And X UXC=  {(a, .2), (b, .3), (c, 0)) 4 

Also as in ordinary set theory AuB= 4) if and only if AcBc  But in fuzzy subsets, the 

converse part is not necessarily true. For example if 

13= {(a, .6), (b, .1), (c, 0)) then 

Pc  = {(a, .4), (b, .9), (c, I)) 

1-lere kc 13  but X u 13= {(a, .2), (b, .1), (c, 0) ~ 4) 

1.3. Mapping and Fuzzy Subsets induced by mappings. 

Definition 1.3.1. Let I = [0, 1], X be a set, and tc I' that is t is a collection of fuzzy 

sets in X. Then t is called a fuzzy topology on X if 

0 and I belong to t; 

X, tet then XAEt and 
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(3) ? € t Y, I eJ then 0 Et Where J is index set. then ( X. i) is a called lui/\ 

topological space (in short its) and the members of I are called i-open or simpl\ open 

JL Iiiiiv sets. \ fuzzy set 7, is called at-closed fuzzy set or closed iuti set ill - 2. 1521 

Examples of fuzzy topologies: The fuzzy topology O. 1 on a set X is an indiscrete 

fuzzy topology on X. The discrete fuzzy topology on X containing all luzz sets in 

Definition 1.3.2. 1.ct IF he a mapping from a set X into Y and 2. he a fuzz subset oi V. 

Then the inverse of 7. written as (X) is a fuzzy subset of X and is defined by 

?, x). for xeX. 1501 

I lere we mention some properties of fuzzy subsets induced by mappings. 

Let I be a mapping from X into Y. 2 be a fuzi subset Of \' and p. he lii:' 

subset of V then the fbllowing relations are true 1161. 

1' (p.( ) (fl(p.))( for any subset p. of Y. 

CO.- (  ) = (it2.)) Ihr any subset 7 of X. 

p. c: p. => (p. )c II (ii. ), where p. ,and p., are two subset, of V. 

7.i  c => i(2.i ) fl2). where ? and 22  are fuzzy subsets oiX 

p. I' (1 1  (p.). for any subset p. of Y. 

2.c 1' (117.)) for any subset 7. oIX. 

Let I he a function from X into Y and g is a function from V into t. Ihen (g lilt \\) 

(g( w)). For any fuzzy set w in / .Where (go  f) is the composition ol i and I• 

Definition 1.3.3. Let F. X—>Y he a mapping from X into Y. if?. is a Iiizzv subset X 

and p.he a fuzzy set in Y then f(2) and f 1  (p.) are defined as Foilo\ S. 

l)(x) Sup 7. (x). XE rl (y) iff' (y)# p 

0 otherwise. 

I (p. )(x) p. (f(x)) for each x EX. 1511 

Definition 1.3.4.: The mapping f: (X. t) —*(X. t) is called the identity mapping i 

f(x) x for each x cX. 
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Definition 1.3.54'he function 1': (X. I) —>( Y. s) is called continuous i I for CVCI\ I. E S. I 

1( 
/) E t. the lunction I' is called fuzzy homeomorph ic ii' and ofll\ if f is hjjLS Ct e  wd 

both t' and II  are uzzv continuoUS. 1501  

Definition 1.3.6.: Let x he a fuzzy point in an us (X. 0. A fuzzy set (I in X is called 

fuzzy neighborhood (in short nhd.) of x , if and only if 3 a t open Ilizzy set '. in X 

such that x . c a. II' a is open (closed) then we call a is open closed) n kd .  ol' 

.We denote the laniilv ol nhd. by N 

Example 1.3.7.:- Let X = a. b. c. x. t= 1.0. X. 

where 1 (a. I).(h. l).(c. 1).(x. 1)} 

0= 1,  (a. 0). (h. 0). (c. 0). (x. 0) 

?.= (a. .2). (b. .5). (c. .7), (x. .9) 

x (a. .3).(h. .5). (c. .8),(x..95). 

I lere a is a neighborhood olx r  r=.2 belongs toand a. 

Definition 1.3.8. Let (X. t) is a fts. and ?L he a fuzzy subset ol' > •lhc inteno of i 

ritten as 2 °or ml Xis delined by 

v .t:57,andLEt 

Example 1.3.9.: Let X= a. b. c. x. 1 1. 0. X. l.L 

Where I (a. I ).(b. 1). (c, 1). (x. 1): 0= Ra.0). (h. 0). (C. 0). (x. 0) 

). (a..2).(b..5).(c..7).(x..9): Vt= (a..3).(h..5).(c..8).(x. .95. 

I (crc i is a neighborhood of x r  r=.2 belongs to2. and Xc p.  

I lence x I  . r'.2 is the interior point. 

Definition 1.3.10.: Let X he a fuzzy set in a fts (X. t). Then the closure of X. denoted 

b '. = t .t: and tEt 1, or X =lnf I .t:X :!~-i and .t Et It is the 

intersection of all closed containing X and  

Example l.3.11.: Let X' t 

\\'here I - (a. 1).(b. 1).(c. 1).(x. 1).0= Ra.0).(b.0).(c.0).(x.0) 

. (a. 2). (h. .5). (c. .7). (x. .9). 1.1 = {(a. .3). (h. .5). (c. .8. (x. •95) ('losed fuzi.v 

sets are 0. 1 , . g.i therefore 

0= (a. 0). (b. 0). (c. 0). (x. 0) 
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1= 1, (a. l).(b. l).(c. l).(x. 1)  11 

)C_ (a. .8). (h. .5). (c. .3). (x. .1) 

(a. .7). (b. .5). (c. .2). (x. .05) the members oii are ft 1. n. 

I lere intersection of all closed set containing ? is I. hence closure ut?. is i.e ?. -- 

Definition 1.3.12: Let 1: (X. 0 —(Y. s) he a function heteen two Ils. Ihen 1' i' callI 

continuous iff and only ii' (pt) e t for each t es. 

Definition 1.3.13.: If (X. t) is an us and A X then t % (uAA: tie t) N a iU7/\ 

topology on A. called the suhspace fuzzy topology on A: (A. t ) is referred to as a 

fuzzy suhspace of(X. t). 

Ir Definition 1.3.14.: A fuzzy bitopological space (in short. fhts) is a triple A. I . i) 

where X is a set and t1. It . are two types ol fuzzy topology on X. 

Remark: We shall usual lv denote the union (suprcmurn) and intersection in Ii mum 

operation on fuzzy set h v and A respectively. 

Definition 1.3.15: Let S he a subset of a topological space (X. T). Then S is called 

scm i-open (Levine) if Sc S°  

Let Xa. ft c. T={x. p. Ib l, . a. h}, lb. c}. and Sh, cl, then eh. cch. c anJ 

there is a T open set containing h which is contained in ft c that is " 

('omplement of each I open set (closed set) is ( .X. a. c: . c . Ia Jhe set containing 

S is X. I lence S°  X. and ScS°  

Definition 1.3.16: A fuzzy set ?. of X. is called fuzzy semi -open if and onl' i 

Definition 1.3.17: A fuzzy set ? of a fuzzy topological space (X. t) is said to pre open 
-q 

ill ii, . 1481 
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Definition 1.3.18.: Let X be a non empty set and 1 c P(X ). (Power set ol X) is 

called a supra topology on X if XE T and 1' is closed under arbill-UrV union. [he 

members ol 1 are called supra open set. 181 

1.4. Fuzzy Supra Topological Space 

Definition 1.4.1: Let X be a non empty set and I [0.1 ]. A subfamily t' of I" is said to 

be fuzzy supra topology on X. if 

(1)0.1 et 

(2) u i  Et for all i e .1 then V Q Et. 

(X. t) is called a fuzzy supra topological space. In short, a fuzzy supra topological 

space denoted by FSTS The elements of 1*  are called fuzzy supra open set In (N. I ). \ 

fuz7v set ). is supra closed if and only if complement of 2. i.e 2: 1 -?. i a  

open set of(X. 1*).:I48I 

Iw .Examplel.4.2: Let X a. h. c. dI with a fuzzy supra topology. 

L1.0.(a.0).(h..5).(c.]).(d.0),I.(a..5).(h..25).(c.0).(d.1)(a..5).(ft.). 

(c. 1). (d. 1) 

on X then the class of supra closed sets t  are 

C 
, 1.(a. 1).(h. .5).(c. 0).(d. 1). I (a.. 5).(h..75). (ci). (d.0) . (a..). ih 

(c.0).(d. 0): 

Note: It is clear that every fuzzy topological space is lui.z\ supra topological space 

but the converse max' not true 

Example: Let X {a. h and(z .13.,v  ci'. Let x(a) =.2. (x(h) .3: 1(a) 4. 

( (b)=.1: y(a) .4. i(h)=.3 then 

t - 0. 1. . . yj is a fuzzy supra topology on X hut I is not fu/i\ topolog\ on N. 

Definition 1.4.3. The supra closure ofa fuzzy set 2 is denoted by , or Sch 2) 

Scl(2) 'A S: S is FLIZZN supra closed set and 2.:!~S 1531 

Definition 1.4.4. The supra interior of a fuzzy set 2 is denoted b 2. or Si(i.) 

Si (/i - V 5: S is fuzzy supra -open set and S~?,1,1531 



Definition 1.4.5.: Let X be a set and ti  be the class ol' all iuiz sets in \ and 

i'satishes the axioms ol 1UZZV supra topological space on N Fhi' lil//\ stlp'a 

topoloev t on X is called the discrete fuzzy supra topolog\ and th pair( N 

called the discrete fuzzy supra topological space. 

Definition 1.4.6.: Let X be a set and C be the fuzzy supra topology on X consist ''1 

the llizz sets 0 and I alone. Then t is called the indiscrete fuzzy upra topolo' ad 

the pair( X. 1*)  is called the indiscrete fuzzy siipra topological space. 

Definition 1.4.7.: Let (X. t) be a fuzzy topological space and t' be a fuzzy slipra 

topology on X. We call I a fuzzy supra topology associated with t ii f t. 53 

Definition 1.4.8.: Let x r  be a pi. in an FSTS. (X. t'). \ f'uzi'. se ' in N 1, ::iI ft'j 

liiizy supra neighborhood (in short nhd) of x r  iff 3 a supra I open fuzzy set in N 

such that x E ç  a ii' (XiS supra OCfl then we call supra open nhd of' x 

Definition 1.4.9.: A fuzzy supra hi topological spaces (in short kbts) is a triple 

(X. ti . 
t2*) where X is a set and t t-)*are two fuzzy supra topologies on X. 

Definition 1.4.10.:Let (X. t ) and (Y. t2") be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. :\ 

mapping I': (X. t , ) —>( Y. t2*)  is called l'uzzv supra continuous if' 

f(t*)c.  t i *.I48I 

Definition 1.4.11.: Let (X. t ) and (Y. t:*)  be two lUZZNr supra topological spaces. A 

mapping 1': (X. t ) —*( Y. t2" ) is called fuzzy supra continuous ii' the in erse iinac 

of' each fuzi' supra open set in (Y. t:*)  is I / fuzzy supra open in N 

'I 

Definition 1.4.12. Let (X. 1*)  and (Y. 12*) be two liizzv supra topological spaces. A 

mapping f: (X. ti') —*( Y. t2*)  is called s- continuous function ii' the inveNe n2e t 

each fuzz' supra open set in (Y. t ) is t *ftjy supra open in \ 153 1  



Definition 1.4.131 .et (X. 1*) and (Y. t,*)  be two f'uzi.\ supra topological spaces. A 

mapping 1: ( X. ti e ) Y. t,* ) is called luzzy supra open map it' the image of' each 

iiiiv supra open in t * is t fuzzy supra open in Y .153I. 

Definition 1.4.14.: Let (X. ii *) and (Y. t:*)  be two fuzz supra topological spaces. :\ 

mapping I': (X. t1') —( Y. t2*)  is called fuzzy supra closed map ii' the image of each 

fuzzy supra closed in ti*is  W fuzzy supra closed in Y. 

Definition 1.4.15.: Let (X. t*) be a fuzzy supra topolowca space. i u//v point " 

said to be an accumulation point of a subset S of X. II' eer nhd. of' x of' ' are 

(lusi-coincident at some point di ffrent from the support X. where r 

Definition 1.4.16.: Let (X. t*)  be a fLizzy supra topological space. the union of a I the 

accuiiiiIation points ol'a subset S ofX is called the supra derived on and is denoted b S 

1.5.: Coarser and Finer Topology 

Definition 1.5.1.: II' two fuzzy supra topologies ti and v- me such that 1 : 

say that t- is finer than t i *1(j t 1 is coarser than t. (t") .lcnote the laniil of lit 

Closed fuzzy supra sets. 

1. 6: Base and Sub base 

Definition 1.6.1.: Let (X. t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space. A sub iamfl\ R
lk 

 

is a base kr 1*  if and only if each member of' t*can  be expressed as the unu n 

some members of B. 

Definition 1.6.2.: Let (N. t':: ) be a fuzzy supra topological space. :\ suhiamil i 

is a sub base fur t ii and only if finite intersection of,  members ni' S furni a base fur 1 

1.7. Compactness and Connectedness 

Definition 1.7.1.: Let (X. t* ) be a fuzzy supra topological space A lamil' I of' 

fu/.z\ supra open sets is a cover of a fuzzy supra open set i i and only ii 

pc 



It is called a fuzzy supra open cover if each member t4, is a lii,iv supra opens set. \ 

sub cover of F is a subfamily of F which is also a cover of t At is called supra open 

cover of X il'X {nt : p, E 

Definition 1.7.2: A fuzzy supra topological space is supra compact if and only if 

every supra open cover has a finite sub cover. 

Definition 1.7.3: Let (X. t*)  he a fuzzy supra topological space and a EIO. 11. A 

collection F ofa fuzzy sets in Xis called a a -shading of X if for each XEX 3 a .g El 

with g(x)> a and F is called a*  shading if g(x)~ a*. 

A sub-collection of an a-shading (a*-shading) of X which is also an u - shading (ti''-

shading) is called an a-sub shading ((X*suh  shading) oIX. 

Definition 1.7.4: Two fuzzy set A 1  and A, in a fuzzy supra topological space 

are said to be separated if and only if there exist B, Et* ( I =I.) such that 13 A 

(i=l. 2) and B 1 nA1=Ø.B ,'mA1  =0. 

ri 

-'4 
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CHAPTER—TWO 

Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces 

2.1: Introduction: In this chapter we established certain fuzzy supra topological 

concept with new example and studied several properties of supra neighborhood. 

2.2. Fuzzy Supra Topological Sets. 

Theorem 2.2.1. Let t be the collection of fuzzy supra closed sets in a fuzzy supra 

topological space (X, t*)  satisfies: 0, 1 e'r and if? ET*then ?t 1481 
S 

Proof: Since t be the collection of fuzzy supra closed sets in a fuzzy supra 

topological spaces (X, t*).  Then from definition is the collection of fuzzy supra 

open sets. Hence again from definition of fuzzy supra topological spaces 0, 1 EtC 

therefore there complement 1, 0 respectively members of r . Now let X 

thenXs/ Etc, where sEJ. Hence U U (1)E rc 1- n Xs EtC Hence, 

Et.This completes the proof. 

Theorem2.2.2. [48] Let X and are fuzzy supra open sets in the FSTS X, then 

? is fuzzy supra open (fuzzy supra closed) if and only if X = 2' (k ZZASC) 

If X j.t, then and Xsc  < SC 

ksc U SC (Xt)SC 

SJ (SI < (X l)Sl 

XSI SI (.ut)5'  (6)  

Proof: (1) Firstly suppose X = SI then from definition of fuzzy supra interior ? is the 

union of supra open set less than X, so A. is fuzzy supra open. 

Conversely suppose A. is fuzzy supra open in the FSTS X. Then A. is the union of 

fuzzy supra open set less than A. . Hence A. =A. sl  

(2) SinceA.~ j.t, Clearly from definition of fuzzy supra interior and fuzzy supra closure 

A.SI < ' and A.SC <SC The proofs for (3), (4), (5), (6) are similar. Now we give 

some examples 

Example (2): Let X= {a, b, c, d}, with a fuzzy supra topology 



FE] 

t { { 1, 0, f (a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)), {(a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, 1)), {(a, .5), (b, 
.5), (c, 1), (d, 1)) on X. 

Let?, = {(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, I), (d, .25)) andt = {(a, .75), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1)) 
?:!~t And {(a 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)) 

Again psi= v{{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, I)), {(a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, l)}, 
{(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1)), therefore, it is clear thatX < fl si

.Now the class of all 
fuzzy supra closed set of 

t= {{O, 1, {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)), {(a, .5), (b, .75), (c, 1), (d, 0)), 
{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 01 on X 

Let?={(a,.25),(b,.5),(cO)(d5)}afld(a  .25), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, .5)) then X!~t and 
Xsc = {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)) also SC 

{(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1), (d, 1)) ,Hence 
?cSC< 

11 
SC 

Example (3):-Let X= {a, b, c, d}, with a fuzzy supra topology 

17 
t { 11, 0, {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)), {(a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, 1)), 
{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, l)}on X. Now the class of all fuzzy supra closed set of t= 
{{0, 1, {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)), {(a, .5), (b, .75), (c, 1), (d, 0)), 
{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 01 

Let X= {(a, .25), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, .5)) andt= {(a, .25), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, .5)) then 
Xsc= {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)) and SC 

= {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1), (d, 1)) 
SCSC 

{(a,l),(b,1),(c, l),(d, 1)) again Xt ={(a,.25),(b,.5),(c,.5)(d5)} 

therefore SCSC  ())SC 

(4), (5) and (6) is very clear, we show only example. 

Example (4): Let X= {a, b, c, d}, with a fuzzy supra topology 

t*{{I, 0, {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, I), (d, 0)), {(a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, 1)), 
{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, l)} on X 

LetX = {(a. .25), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, .25)) and t= {(a, .75), (b, .5), (c, I), (d, I)) then 
{(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)) also 

{ (a,.5),(b,.5),(c, I ),(d, I)) 

Now X5' {(a,.5),(b,.5),(c, 1), (d, 1)) andXt={(a, .75), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1)), 
(Xnt)SI={(a l),(b, 1), (c, 1), (d, 1)). Hence XSI ( S1 ( )S1 

Example (5): Let X= {a, b, c, d}, with a fuzzy supra topology 

t 
* 

= { { 1, 0, {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, I), (d, 0)), ((a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, I)), 
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{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1} on X. 

Let ?.= f (a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, .25)} and IA= {(a, .75), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1)} then 

10, 
S1 = {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, O)} also SI=  {(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1)} Now 

2.4t= {(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1)} and (?ut)St={(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)} 

X L) 51  = ((a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)}, Hence SI ,,sl (A.uJ1)SI.  

Example (6): Let X= {a, b, c, d}, with a fuzzy supra topology 

t= {{1, 0, {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)}, ((a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, 1)), 

{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 1) on X. Now the class of all fuzzy supra closed set of t*= 

((0, 1, {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, l)}, ((a, .5), (b, .75), (c, 1), (d, 0)}, 

{(a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 0)} 

Let A.= {(a, .25), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, .5)} then 
SC = ((a 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, l)} now 1-A.= ((a, .75), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, .5)} 

(1- X)51= {(a, .0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, .5)} 

1(1X)SI((a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)} 

HenceA. = 1 -(1 -A.)5' showed. 

Implication 2.2.3: 1481 We show that in a fuzzy topological space, 

2
- - 

(A. =rmt) and' '' J =(Xnt)0 

but this is not satisfied in a fuzzy supra topological space, where A. and vt are fuzzy 

sets in the fsts 

Example Let X= {a, b, c, d}, with a fuzzy supra topology 

t*={ (0, 1, {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)}, ((a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, 1)}, {(a, .5), (b, .5), 

(c, 1), (d, 1)on X. Then the class of all fuzzy supra closed set of t is 
(t*)C=( (1,0, {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)1, ((a, .5), (b, .75), (c, 1), (d, 0)}, 

((a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 0)}} 

A. {(a,.25), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d,.5)} 

t ((a, .25), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, 0)} 

A.= ((a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)} 

t= { (a,.5),(b,.75),(c, 1),(d,0) } 

= {(a, 1), (b, .75), (c, 1), (d, 1)) but A.njt= ((a, .25), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, .5)} so 

(A.nt)= ((a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1), (d, 1)} therefore  

Again Let X= (a, b, c, x} and t = (1, 0, A., t} 
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1 = {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1),(x, 1)) 

0{(a, 0), (b, 0), (c, 0), (x, 0)} 

= ((a, .2), (b, .5), (c, .7), (x, .9)) 

= {(a, 3), (b, .5), (c, .8), (x, .95)) 

Closed fuzzy sets are 0, 1, 

0= ((a, 0), (b, 0), (c, 0), (x, 0)) 

1= {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1), (x, 1)} 

c ={(a,.8), (b,.5), (c,.3),(x,. 1), 

((a, .7), (b, .5), (c, .2), (x, .05)) the member tcof  are (0, 1, A.c, C .Here 

intersection of all closed sets containing Xis 1 hence closure of X is i.e X =1 again  PC 

={(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1), (x, 1)), ?ni.f=1, 

2imj.t= ((a, .3), (b, .5), (c, .8), (d, .95)) and (Xr'.t)= 1, 

So ?r= (Xt) 

Again let ifX.= ((a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, .25)), and t = ((a, 1), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, 0)), 

then the union of supra open sets contained in X is {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0); hence 

5L ((a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)) similarly 

((a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, 1)), so 

SI 0Sl = ((a, 0), (b, 25), (c, 0), (d, 0)) 

Xut= ((a, 5), (b, 5), (c, 1),(d, .25)), 

(X)5  0, so # (Xu)1"  showed. 

Now from above 

Let X= {a, b, c, x} and t = (1,0, a, 3}where (X ,t) is fts 

Where 1= {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1), (x, 1)) 

0 {(a, 0), (b, 0), (c, 0), (x, 0)) 

a= ((a, .2), (b, .5), (c, .7), (x, .9)) 

3= ((a, .3), (b, .5), (c, .8), (x, .95)) 

Let X= ((a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, .25)), 

j.=  {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, 0)), X°=0 and ji°  =0 and X°n10=0 

Xu~t=  ((a, .5), (b, .5), (c, .5), (d, .0)), (XL4L)°=0 

So °n ° O (?uj.t)° 
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2.3. Fuzzy Supra Neighborhood System. 

Definition: 2.3.1 Let (X, t*)  be a supra fuzzy topological space and u be a fuzzy set in 

X, then the supra s-neighborhood of a point p in the fuzzy set WE t such that p e u 

w. The collection of all neighborhood of a point is denoted by NpS  and called by supra 

neighborhood system of a point P. 

Example: Let X={x, y, z} and t= {1, 0, u= {(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, 0)}, 

w= {(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, .5)11. 

Consider the supra fuzzy topology t*on X is generated by {O, u, w, 1} observe that 

Xr=.25 eu:!~,w. Here w is the neighborhood of Xr. 

Theorem 2.3.2.: Let X be a fuzzy set in a supra fuzzy topological space(X, t*),  then 

2 is fuzzy supra open iff for each point pe2. then ?€ NpS  where NpS  is the fuzzy supra 

neighborhood system of the point p. 

Proof: Let 2be fuzzy supra open and a fuzzy point Xr e?. Then we have X1 EXç 2 

therefore is ? a nhd of Xr. 

Conversely, let ? is a neighborhood of each point contained in X. Let { Xr } be the 

set of fuzzy points in X and {y r } be the supra open fuzzy sets containing Xr such that 

Xr E y'(x) gX (such yr  exist as2 is an nhd of xr ). Now Xr E yrcX=the family 

{N Supra s-nbd. of a fuzzy point p in X} has the following properties 

Xr Yr (x) :5 ?(x) V XE X 

Xr :!~ sup Yr  (x) :!~ X(x) V XE X 

=> supxr < sup y r (X):!~ 2(x) V XEX 

=UXr(X) :!~ U Yr (X) C X. 

Also since u Xr(X)=X. So X=u Yr (x) =. is supra open. 

Theorem 2.3.3Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space. Then 

(1)1E Np'; 

(2) ?cE NpS => pE. 

(3)IfX ~!l.tEN NpS 

(4) If x is the support of a fuzzy point p then 3 fuzzy points q in X such that 
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NpS = fl {N: O<q(x) <p((=-x)} 

a1  E NpS then U a i  E NpS 

If a E NpS then 3 Pe NpS such thatJ3 a  and 3NqS [481 

Proof:(l) I etK = 1 is supra open and hence 1 is a supra s-nbd of each of its fuzzy 

points = E 1 is an nbd. of p X => 1 E NpS, 

(2) If A€ NpS  then from definition 3 3t' such that p  c= PcX  => pE? 

(3)Givenj..t ENpS,then  yEt*  suchthatpE XEN 

(4)Since xis the support of a fuzzy point p then for 0<6<1 then p(x) 8, let the value 

of the fuzzy point q are y :!~ 1 then p(x) q(x), so the value of N 5  is infimurn, 

So NpS = C•' { N : 0< q(x)<p(x)} 

(5)1faE NpS  then 8j  E NpS L)13JcU a1 => u E NpS forjeJ 

(6) Finally if aEN P then 3 PE t*such  that p3  a so Pis supra open Thenp is an 

nhd .ofp =3e N => p3c:a 

Theorem 2.3.4.: Let (X, t') be a fuzzy supra topological space. Then the family 

{N pS:  supra s-nbd. of a fuzzy point p in X} has the following properties. 

(1)1E NS 

2 E NpS =:> pEX 

If X ~! ie NpS Xe NpS 

If x is the support of a fuzzy point p then 3 fuzzy points q in X such that 

NpS = n { NpS :0< q(x)< p(x)} 

a, E NS then L)  aE NpS 

If ccE NpS then 3 PE Nps
such that13ca and 3€ N then there exist a supra 

topology t on X and with the property (1)- (5) if N is family of s-nbd. of a point q 

then NpS = N; 

Proof: We define t as follows a fuzzy set te t , iff t E N 5  , V p E 1u, then t is a 

fuzzy supra topology on X. 

(1)0 E t ,since 0E NpS  as peO :!~ i V fuzzy set jt in X, V p E t 
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By the property (1) 1 E NpS and since any p ci => I E t, 

Suppose a1  e t, forj E  J => a1  E NpS V pea. 

=a E NpS E VpEU{aj:jeJ} 

=u{a:jeJ} ENpS V peL) {a : jeJ} 

=u {a) :jeJ}e t .Thus t is a supra topology on X. Next we show that 

NpS = N. Let ac NpS  by property (6) 3e NpS  such that l3ccL and 3e N for all 

qef3 

=3 et 43 is the t supra open set s.t peca 

=> a is the t nbdofp. =a e N;;Nps  I N (A) 

Conversely let ac N Let a is the t'  nbd. of q . So 3  supra open set t3  s.t pEa. 

Now pe3a =43e NS V 13 But 13e NpS  and 13a=ue NpS;  henceN NpS 

From (A) and (B) we get NS = N 

2.4. Fuzzy Product 

The concepts of fuzzy products have already appeared in the research work of Hutton 

[42], Mashhour et al [9]. 

Definition2.4.1: If ,% and 2 2  be two supra subsets of X and Y respectively then the 

Cartesian product 2 I x 2 2  of fuzzy supra subsets of 2 and 22  is a fuzzy subset of 

XxYdefinedby (A l  x22  )(x,y)=min {2 I  (x), 22 (y)} for each pair (x, y) eXXY. 

Definition 2.4.2: Let (x 1  ,t )and (x 2  ,t )be two fuzzy supra fuzzy topological spaces 

the product fuzzy supra topology is the collection u1  x u 2  where u1  e t and u 2  et, 

itis denoted by x 1  xx 2  

Proposition 2.4.3: Ifu 1  is a fuzzy supra subset of a fuzzy supra topological space (X, 

t*).and u 7  is a fuzzy supra subset of a fuzzy supra topological spaces 

(Y, s*) then show that u1 xu, u1  xu2 . 

Proof: With the help of an example we shall show the proposition. 

11  
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Let X= f a, b} be a set with fuzzy supra topology u1  xu 2  

t = { 1, 0, {(a, .5), (b, .5)11 Again let Y={x, y} and 

s = { 1, 0, {(x, 1), (y, .35)} } be a supra topology on Y 

Let u 1  e tand u1  ((a, .5), (b, .5)} 

Alsou, es ,and u 2 = {(x,1),(y,.35)} 

then 

u I  x U, {(a, x, .5), (a, y, .35), (b, x, .5), (b, y, .35)} also closed sets of 

t= (0, 1, {(a, .5), (b, .5)}} and closed sets ofs*=  (0, 1, {(x, 0), (y, .65)}} 

Product fuzzy supra topology = (((a, x, 0), (a, y, 0), (b, x, 0), (b, y, 0)}, 

((a, x, I), (a, y, 1), (b, x, 1), (b, y, 1)}, {(a, x, .5), (a, y, .65), (b, x, 0), (b, y, .65)}, {(a, 

x, .5), (a, y, .5), (b, x, 0), (b, y, .5)},{(a, x, .5), (a, y, .5), (b, x, .5), (b, y, .5)11 

Now u1  xu 2  = ((a, x, .5), (a, y, .5), (b, x, .5), (b, y, .5)} 

U1 = ((a, .5), (b, .5)}, U 2  = ((x, 1), (y, 1)} 
Ktip- 

X ,, {(a, x, .5), (a, y, .5), (b, x, .5), (b, y,  .5)).  

A 
- * Hence u 1 xu, x ii, showed. 

Theorem 2.4.4.: Let (x, , t) where V i €J be fuzzy supra topological spaces and X 

fl x, where J is the index set and t is the product fuzzy supra topology on X.Then 
'C-., 

(X, t*)  is a fuzzy supra topological space. 

Proof: Since V i €J, (x, , t1") is fuzzy supra topological spaces. We shall prove that 

(X, t) is supra fuzzy topological spaces. Clearly 0, 1€ t*.As  0, 1€ ti V 1€ J. Let 

2€ t t  then A=FIA IV  where2 €t and v 2, €, t1'' and each 2, is fuzzy supra 
i.J ,e.I 

open. So as 2 is min 2,, Hence (X, t*)  is fuzzy supra topological space. 

2.5. Fuzzy Mapping. 

Definition 2.5.1.: A fuzzy mapping f : ( X, t) —~ (Y, s ) is called fuzzy s-open if the 

image of each fuzzy open set in (X, t) is s 
* 

is fuzzy supra open in (Y, s*). 
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Theorem 2.5.2.: Let (x1 , t), (x 2  ,t) , (y1 , S ),( Y2, s;) be four supra fuzzy 

topological spaces, Let f1  x1  —>y 1  and f-, x 2  —*y 2  are supra fuzzy continuous then 

f1  x  f 2  : x 1  x  x, y x  y 2  are fuzzy continuous function. 

Proof: Let2 be a supra open set in y1 X  y 2  then 2= u 2ç X iu r where 2and 

1uare supra open set in o and o respectively. Since f1  : x1  —y1  is supra fuzzy 

continuous f' (2ç  )is supra open in x , for all supra open set in y , , Similarly f,: 

x 2  —>y 2  is supra fuzzy continuous then 1,I 
(Pr) is supra open in x 2  . Now 

(f x  f Y' = (f x  f ) ( X p) = ((f x  f, ) (2 x 

= u f1  (2)X f2 • (Pr) is fuzzy supra open in x1 X  x2 

Thus, f1 X  f, is FS-continuous. 

Lemma 2.5.3.: Let f: X -> Y is FS-continuous and g: Y -> Y is continuous then g of is 

FS-continuous. 

Proof: Let 2 be a fuzzy open set in Y. Since g: Y—> Y is fuzzy continuous and 

obviously g (2) is open in Y. Then g (2) E S. Where S is the fuzzy topology on 

Y. Again given that f: X -* Y be FS- Continuous. So that 1' (g' (A)) 

e X (g of)  (A) e t. Henceg ofisFS..continuous 

For this, we give an example, 

Example2.5.4: Let X= {p, q, r}, Y={x, y, z} with two fuzzy topology t 1 0n X and t 2  

on Y, Where t1= {l, 0, {(p, .5), (q, .5), (r, 0)}} 

t2= {1, 0, {(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, .5)1} 

Let t1 ={l,O, {(p, .5),(q, .5),(r, 0)}, {(p, .5),(q, .5),(r, .5)},{(p, .5), (q, .25), (r, .5)11 

be a fuzzy supra topology on X, and t1 c t1 Again 

t2= { 1,0, {(x, .5), (y ,.25), (z, .5)}, {(x, .5), (y ,.5), (z , 0)} be a supra topology 

on Y, and t2c t2 then consider f={(p, x), (q, y), (r, z)} be a mapping from t to t 

Then f1 {(x, .5),( y ,.25), (z, .5)}= {(p, .5),(q, .25),(r, .5)} E t so f is FS-continuous 

4 Let g: Y—>Y be a mapping defined by 

g= {(x, x), (y, y), (z, z)} from t 2  to t 2  then clearly g is fuzzy continuous 

(go  0' ({(x, .5),(y,.25),(z, .5)})f(g 
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{(p, 
.5), (q, .25), (r, .5) J)= f {(p, .5), (q, .25), (r, .5)} = {(p, .5), (q, .25), (r, .5)} E t 1  

So g° f is FS-continuous. 

A 

Lemma 2.5.5.: Prove that every fuzzy continuous function is fuzzy supra continuous, 

but the converse is not necessarily true 

Proof: Let (X, t) and(Y, s) be two fuzzy topological space with associated fuzzy supra 

topology (X, t*)  and (Y, s*).  Let the function f: (X, t)(Y ,$) is continuous then 

V J.IE s = I (p) E t .Now since t t 
* 

and s s 
* 

then V j.i s 
= p 

s and 

f (p)et .So f is fuzzy supra continuous, 

Conversely V LE sand f'(Jt)E t, jiS and I' (,u) o t.So iff is fuzzy supra 

continuous then f is not fuzzy continuous. 

Lemma 2.5.6.: Prove that if f: X-->Y and g: Y—*Z are FS-continuous then gofis FS- 

continuous. 

Proof: 2be a supra open set in Z. Since g: Y-->Z, FS-continuous so g' (X)EY, 

Again given that f:X—*Y is FS-continuous so = f' (g-1 (?)€X (gof) ' (?.)EX 

.Hence, (go  1) is FS-continuous. 

Lemma 2.5.7.: Prove that every fuzzy open map is fuzzy s-open map and also every 

fuzzy supra open map is s-open but the converses of these implication is not true. 

Proof :- Let (x ,t) and ( y, s) below fuzzy topological spaces with the associated 

fuzzy supra topology (x , t*) and (Y, S*) . Let the function f: (x, t) —> (Y, S ) is 
* 

fuzzy open then V  fuzzy set k E t ,f(2) is fuzzy open in S . Now since S C  S then 

V f(2)c S f(?.)Es f is fuzzy s—open. 

Again let g: (X, t (Y, s ) is a supra fuzzy open map, then V fuzzy supra open set 

J.tE t , g (p) is fuzzy supra open in s.  Since every member of t is the member of 

t Vpt, t =' g(ji) is fuzzy supra open in 5. Therefore, g is s-open. 

We shall prove this lemma by using a example. 

Example 2.5.8.: Let X be a non empty set and I = [0, l], and let 2, p , w be the fuzzy 

sets defined respectively by, 
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2 (x)2x whenO:!~ x :!~ I 

I 
when I —<x<1 

2 2 

ji (x) = when 0 ::~ x < 

I 
=2x when 

I  
—<x<_ 
4 2 

=0 when 
1  
—<x<1 
2 

c0(x)=1 when O:!~x<I 

0 when <x 1. 1531 2 

Let t1  = {0, ?, 1} be a fuzzy topology on X, and let 

t ={0, A,l, t ,w , Xv 1u, Xva}, Let f: (x, t,) -* (x, t,) be a fuzzy open map on 

a fuzzy set is defined by f (x)= x if 0 x 

=l-xif!<x< i 
2 

Now [f(X)](x)=Sup [2 (x)]= 2X 
I 
 =1 when 0:!~ x < 

=2x when 
1  
_<x<  1_ 
4 2 

= Sup [X (x)] = 1-1 =0, if <x < 1 

Hence f(?) .t. 

Again [f(1)](x)=Sup [1(x)]=1 if 0< x =Sup [1(x)] 1-1 =0 if 

<x —< 1 since ? and jiare fuzzy supra open in t , hence f is a fuzzy s-open mapping 

but ? and t are not fuzzy open in t1 , hence f is not fuzzy open mapping. 

Lemma 2.5.9.: Let f:(X, t*) (Y,  s*)  be bijective mapping , Then the followings 

are equivalent 

4 
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f is a homomorphism. 

f is continuous and supra open. 

41 (3) f is continuous and supra closed. 1531 

Proof: First we will show that (1) = (2) 

Since f is homo. Then both f and f' = g (say) is continuous, and since f is bijective 

then f is also bijective. Let cce t, as g is continuous. g' (a)=f((x) is supra open in Y 

.=> f is supra open. Thus (1) = (2) 

(2)=(1) .Given f is bijective, continuous, and supra open ,Let a be a supra open set 

in X= f(a)is supra open in Y. As previous g = f is supra open in Y. So g= f 1  is 

continuous. So f is a homomorphism. 

(1) =' (3) Let a be supra closed set in X. Then 1-a is fuzzy supra open in Y. Since f is 

homomorphism. So both f and g= f 'is continuous, it follows that g (1 -a) is supra 

open in Y. But g 1  (1 - a) =I- g' (a)= 

1- g (a)E s Hence g' (a)E (s)c  thus fis supra closed. Hence (1) = (3) 

(3)=(1). 

Let a(=-  t= 1-aE (t*),  Since fis supra closed , f(1-a)= g' (1-a)= 

1- g' (a) E (s)c = g-'  ((X)E s. = g is continuous and supra closed. So (3) =(l) 

Lemma 2.5.10.:- Let f:(X, t)—> (Y, s) be bijective mapping 

Then the followings statements are equivalent. 

f is a fuzzy supra open mapping. 

f is fuzzy supra closed mapping 

f is a fuzzy supra continuous mapping. 

Proof: (1) = (2) Firstly we shall show that if f is a fuzzy supra open mapping then f 

is fuzzy supra closed. Let a be a fuzzy supra closed set in X. Then I-a is supra open 

set in X. Since f is fuzzy supra open then f(l-a) =1-f(a) is supra open in Y. Hence 

f((x) is supra closed in Y. This implies f is fuzzy supra closed. 

(2) = (3) Let a be a fuzzy supra closed set in X. We have since f is fuzzy supra 

4 closed, f(a) is fuzzy supra closed in Y, f 1  (f (a)) =a€ t as f is bijective. Hence f is 

continuous. 
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(3) = (1), since f is fuzzy supra continuous. Then f' (a)E t , for each supra open 

set a Es* , Hence it is clear that f is fuzzy supra open. 

16 

Implication: With example, we prove that if f is FS-continuous, but f is not fuzzy 

continuous. 

Example 2.5.11.: Let X {p, q, r}, Y={x, y, z} with two fuzzy t 1  on X and t2 on Y, 

Where t1 = {l, 0, {(p, .5), (q, .5), (r, 0)}} 

t,= {1, 0, {(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, .5)11 

Let t1= {1, 0, {(p, .5), (q, .5), (r, 0)), {1, 0, {(p, .5), (q, .5), (r, .5))), {1, 0, {(p, .5), 

(q, .25), (r, .5)11 is a fuzzy supra topology on X, and t1 c ti Again 

t2= {1, 0, {(x, .5), (y ,.25), (z, .5)), {(x, .5), (y, .5),(z, 0)}be a Fuzzy supra topology 

on Y. t-, c: t then consider f={(p, x),(q, y),(r, z)} be a mapping from t1 '  to t2. Then 

f" {(x, .5),( y ,.25),(z, .5)}= {(p, .5),(q, .25),(r, .5)) E ti so f is FS-continuous, but f is 

not fuzzy continuous. Because under the composition of mapping 

f'{(x, .5),( y ,.25),(z, .5)) o t 1  

Lemma 2.5.12.: Show the property if f: X->Y is FS-continuous and g: Y — Y is 

continuous then g o f is FS-continuous 

Proof: Let X be a supra open set in Z. Since g: Y -* Y, FS-continuous so 

g' (X)EY, Again given that f: X->Y is FS-continuous sof' (g' ()EX => 

(gof)'(2)EX .Hence, (gof)  is FS-continuous. 

Example: For this, we give an example, Let X= {p, q, r}, Y{x, y, z} with two fuzzy 

topology t1 on X and t2  on Y, Where 

ti= {1, 0, {(p, .5), (q, .5), (r, 0))) 

t2= { 1, 0, {(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, .5))) Let t, { 1, 0, {(p, .5), (q, .5), (r, 0)), { 1,0, {(p, .5), 

(q, .5), (r, .5)11, {1, 0, {(p, .5),(q, .25),(r, .5)}} be a fuzzy supra topology on X, and 

t1 c ti Again t2 {1, 0, {(x, .5), (y ,.25), (z, .5)), {(x, .5), (y ,.5),(z, 0)}be a supra 

topology on Y, t2c t2' then consider f={(p, x), (q, y), (r, z)} be a mapping from t to 

t2  . Then f'{(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, .5) = {(p, .5), (q, .25), (r, .5)) e t1 so f is FS- 
41 

continuous. Let g: Y—>Y is a mapping defined by g= {(x, x), (y, y), (z, z)} from t2  to 

t2*then  clearly g is fuzzy continuous 

(gof)'({(x, .5), (y, .25), (z, .5))) 



=f1  (g'{(p, .5), (q, .25), (r, .5)}) 

f t  {(p,  .5), (q, .25),(r, .5)} 

={(p, .5), (q, .25), (r, .5)} etl* 

So gofis PS- continuous. 
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CHAPTER- THREE 

R0  and R1  Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces 

3.1: Introduction:- In this chapter, we introduce and study some R0  and R1  

properties in fuzzy supra topological space and obtain their several features. In short 

we write FSR0  and FSR1  for fuzzy supra R0  and R1  respectively. 

3.2. R0  Fuzzy Supra Topological Space. 

3.2.1. Definition (fuzzy Supra R0  space):- 

Let (X, t*)  be fuzzy supra topological space. In view of the multiplicity of the 

possible definitions, we currently name as FSR0  (i), FSR0  (ii), FSR0  (iii) and FSR0  

(iv). 

(X, t*)  is an FSR0  (i) space iff V x, yE X, x # y, whenever there exist ct*  with 

X(x) =1 and ?(y) =0 then there also exist Jt*  with i(x) =0, and jt(y) =1. 

(X, t*)  is an FSR0(ii) space if and only if V x, y E X, x # y, whenever there exist 

Xct* with X(x)>O and?(y) =0 then there also exist J..tct*  with i(x) = 0, and jt(y)>O. 

(X, t*)  is an FSR0  (iii) space if and only if V x, y E X, x :# y, whenever there exist 

2t* with 0:s~, ?(x) 5 a<?(y) 5 1 then there also exist E t with 

0 :5 j t(y) :5 a<t(x) !~ 1, where a E Ii. 

(X, t*)  is an FSRO  (iv) space if and only if V x, yE X, x # y, whenever there exist 

? ct* with X(x) <X(y) there also exist ist with ji(x)> i(y). 

3.2.2 Now we give example to show the non implications among FSR 0  (i), 

FSR 0  (ii), FSR0 (iii), FSR 0  (iv). 

Proof: For this, we give some example, 

Example (1) Let X={x, y, z} and 

t= {1, 0, k= {(x, 1), (y, ), (z, 0)}, {(x, 1), (y, ), (z, 

{(x, 0), (y, ), (z, onX. 

Let ?= {(x, 1), (y, ), (z, 0)}.Here 2(x) =1, 2(z) =0, but there does not exist any 
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c t such that t(z) = 1 and (x)=0 but ?.(x)>0and X(z)0, also p(x)=0 and 

l.1(z)>0, Hence clearly (X, t*)  is FSR0(ii) but not FSR0(i), 

- So FSR 0 (ii) #> FSR Q  (i) 

Example (2) Let X={x, y, z} and 

t={l,0,={(x, l),(y, ),(z,0)}, {(x, l),(y, ),(z, )},{(x,0),(y, ), 

1 1  
(z, )}} on X. Here &(x) =1, X(y) 

=--, 

ji(x) 0, p 
1 

(y)= taking a=.4 

also 0<p(x) :!~.4 <t(y) :!~1 with 0:52, (y) .5.4<X(x) < I 

So (X, t*)  is an FSR 0 (iii) but (X, t*)  is not FSR 0  (i) 

Example (3) Let X={x, y, z} and 

t*{1,0, u{ (x, 1), (y, .4), (z, 0)}, 

w= {(x, .9), (y, .5), (z, 0)}, v= {(x, 0), (y, 0), (z, 1)}} on X. 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X is generated by 10, u, v, w, I } observe that 

(X, t*)  is an FSR 0 (i) but (X, t*)  is not FSR 0 (iv) for a=.6, w(x)>w(y) there does not 

exist u(x) <u(y), So FSR0(i) #> FSR 0 (iv) 

Example (4) Let X={x, y, z} and u, v Fl X  where 

t = 11,0,u={(x,.8),(y, .7),(z, .3)}, 

v = {(x, .3), (y, .8), (z, .2)}, 

w {(x, .8), (y, .8), (z, .3)}} 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t' on X is generated by f 0, u, v, w, 11 for ci.75, 

0:!~v(x) :!~.75 <v(y) :!~1 and 0:5u(y) :!~.75<u(x) :~1 so (X, t*)  is an FSR0(iii) but (X, t*)  is 

- not FSR0(iv), since u(y)> u(z), but no v(y) with 

V(Y) <v(z). 

Theorem 3.2.3: Prove that (X, t*)  is FSRo(ii) if and only if(X, t*)  is FSR 0 (iii) 

Prove: Let (X, t*)  is FSR0(ii) space, we shall prove that (X, t*)  is FSR 0 (iii) Let x, y 

E X with x # y and vet*such  that 0<v(x) :!~0 <v(y) :!~1 

.i, e v(x) =0 and v(y)>0 since (X, t*)  is FSR 0  (ii) space then 3 u8t*  such 

that u(x)>0, u(y)0 then it is clear that 0 :!~ u (y) :!~ 0<u (x) :!~ 1 Hence (X, t*)  is 

FSR0(iii) where a=0 
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Conversely suppose that (X, t*)  is FSR0(iii), we shall prove that (X, t*)  is FSRo(ii). 

Let x, y EX with x # y and vc t' such that v(x) =0 and v(y)>0, it can be written as 

0:!~v(x) :!~0 <v(y) :!~1. Since (X, t*)  is FSR0(iii) space then 

u E t such that 0:!~u (y) :0<u (x) :!~ 1 that is u(y)=0 and u(x)>0, Hence (X, t) is 

FSR0(ii) this completes the proof. 

Theorem 3.2.4: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and 

I(t*) = {u'(O, 1]; uct*}  then 

(X, t*)  is FSR 0 (iii) if and only if(X, I(t*))  is supra R0  

(X, t*)  is FSR 0 (i) <#> (X, I (t*))  is supra R0  

(X, t*)  is FSR0(ii) <#> (X, I (t*))  is supra. R0. 

(X, t) is FSR0  (iv) <#> (X, I (t*))  is supra R 0 . 

Proof :- (a) Let (X, t*)  is FSR0(iii), we shall prove that (X, I(t*))  is supra R0. Let x, y 

sX with x#y and ME I(t*)with  xcM, 

yM, or xM, ycM suppose XE M, yM, we can write M= u'(O, 1], where uc t. that 

is 

0:!~u(y) :!~0<u(x) :!~1 Since (X, t*)  is FSR 0 (iii), Then 3 vc t', such that 0:!~v(x) :!~0 < 

v(y) :!~l, that is v(x)= 0, and v(y)>0, it follows that x o v (0, 1], 

yev' (0, 1], and also v (0, 1] 6I(t*). 

Hence it is clear that (X, I(t*))  is supra R0. 

Conversely suppose that (X, I(t*))  is supra R0  we shall prove that (X, t*)  is 

FSR 0 (iii) .Let x, y E X with X # y and u € t*.with 0 :~ u (x) :5 0<u (y) < 1, 

that is u(x)=0,and u(y)>0 ,it follows that x e u (0,11 ,y s u 1  (0,11 , and 

(0,1] EI(t*).  Since(X,  I(t*))  is supra R. , then 3 Ms 1(t*)  ,such that xcM, 

y o M , we can write M= v 1  ( 0, 1] , where vEt*.It  follows that v(x)>0,v(y)0, i.e 

0:!~v(y) :~0 <v (X) :!~1. Hence it is clear that (X, t*)  is FSR0(iii). This completes the 

proof (a). To prove (b), (c), (d) we shall give some example. 

Example: 1. Let X{x, y, z} and u, v, w cI' where 

t {1, 0, u{(x, 1), (y, 0), (z, .3)}, 

v = {(x, 0), (y, 1), (z, .2)}, 

w = {(x, 1), (y, 1), (z, .3))) 
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Consider the fuzzy supra topology t*on  X is generated by {0, u, v, w I } , now 

u(x)=I,u(y)=0 and v(x)=0, v(y)=1 . Hence it is clear that (X, t*)  is FSR () ( i). 

Again I(t*)={X,  I x, z}, {y, z}} It is clear that I(t*)  is a supra topology on X .and (X, 

I(t*)) is not supra R 0  ,since y, zcX ,y#z and {x, z}EI(t*)  With 

zE{x, z}, y {x, z} but there is no Us I(t*)  with z o U, yEU Thus (X, t*)  is 

FSR( i) <#> (X,I(t*)) is supra R 0 . 

Example: 2. Let X={x, Y.  z,} and u, v, w sl X  where 

t*{I, 0, u{(x, 1), (y, 0), (z, .3)), 

v= {(x, 0), (y, 1), (z, .2)), 

w = {(x, 1), (y,  1), (z, .3)11 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t*on  X is generated by {0, u, v, w, I } ,Now 

u(x)=l, u(y)0 and v(x)=0, v(y)1 .Hence it is clear that (X, t*)  is FSR0(ii) and also 

FSR0(iv). 

Again I(t*)={X,  {x, z}, {y, z}} It is clear that I(t*)  is a supra topology on X , and (X, 

I(t*)) is not supra R0, since y, zcX, y# z and fx, z}61(t*)  with 

zc{x, z} , y{x, z} but there is no Uc I(t*)  with z 0 U, ycU .Thus (X, t) is 

FSR0  (iv) <#> (X,I(t *)) is supra R 0 . 

Example:3. Let X={x, y} and u, v, wcl X  where 

t {1, 0, u{(x, 1), (y, 0)), 

v = {(x, 0), (y .2)}, w={(x, 1), (y, .2))) 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X is generated by {0, u, v, w, 11, Now u(x) 

=1, u(y)=0 and v(x)=0, v(y)=.2, Hence it clear that (X, t*)is  not FSR 0  (i) 

Again I(t*)=X,  {x},{y}} It is clear that I(t*)  is a supra topology on X and (X, I(t*)) 

is supra R 0  ,since x, ycX ,x # y and {x}c I(t*)  with xc{x} , y (x) but 

there is {y}c I(t) with x {y}, yE {y}. 

Thus (X, t*)  is FSR 0 (i) < # > (X, I(t*))  is supra R 0  

Example: 4. Let X={x, y} and u, V, WE I where 

t*{1, 0, u={(x, 1), (y, 0)},v ={(x, .2), (y, 0))) 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X is generated by {0, u, v, I } , now u(x)=1, 

u(y)=0 and v(x)=.2, v(y)=0, Hence it clear that (X, t*)is  not FSR 0 (iv). Again I(t*) 

{X} It is clear that I(t*)  is a supra topology on X, and (X, I(t*))  is supra R0 
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Definition 3.2.5.: Let f be a real valued function on a fuzzy supra topological space, 

If {x: f(x)> a} is supra open and for every real a where ae I 
, 

then f is called lower 

semi continuous function. 

Definition 3.2.6: Let X be non empty set and T*  be a supra topology on X, and let 

t*= o(T*) be the set of all lower semi continuous functions from (X, T*)  to I with 

usual topology. Thus t = co(T*) = {uel": u (a, 1]e T* } for each ad 1 , 

t*=co(T*) turns out to be a fuzzy supra topology on X (cf.,e.g., Lowen [47]). 

Let P be the property of a Supra topological space(X, T*)  and FSP be 

its 

fuzzy supra topological analogue. Then FSP is called good extension of P "if and 

only if the statement (X, T*)  has P if and only if (X, ((T*))  has FSP" holds good for 

every supra topological space (X, T*) 

Theorem 3.2.7: Let (X, T*)  be supra topological space. Then (X, T*)  is R 0  if and 

only if (X, ((T*)).is  R 0 (P) where P= (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) 

Proof: Let (X, ((T*)).be  FSR 0 (i) we shall prove that (X, T*)  is R 0  . Let 

x, y EX with x # y and UCT*  with xe U, and y o U, by the definition of lsc I tj  c 

0(T*)and with I(x)l, '()° Since (X, o(T*)).is  FSR 0 (i) ,then 3 vE0(T*)  such 

that v(x)=0, v(y)1 then x o v (a, 1] and ys v' (a, 1] as v(x)0, v(y)1 . Hence it is 

clear that (X, T*)  is R 0  spaces. 

Conversely suppose that (X, T*)  is R 0  spaces. We shall prove that (X, (o(T*))  is 

FSR 0 (i) .Let x, y eX with x # y and there exist uc w(T*)  such that u(x) =1, u(y) =0 

then u_ I  (0,1] s T*;  .hence xs u (0, 1], yo u' (0, 1] as u(x) 1, u(y)0 , Since(X, 

T*) is R 0  space then, 3 Vs T*  such that ?CEV and ycV , but lc i(T*)  and l(x) =0, 

1 v(y) 1. Hence it is clear that (X, (o(T*))is  R 0 (i). Hence (X, T*)  is R 0 if and only if 

(X, )(T*))  is R 0 (i). 

In the same way we prove that 

(X, T*)  is R 0  if and only if (X, co(T*))  is R 0  (ii). 

(X, T*)  is R 0  if and only if (X, o(T*))  is R 0 (iii). 

(X, T*)  is R 0  if and only if (X, (o(T*))  is R0(iv). 
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Thus it is seen that R 0  (P) is good extension of its supra topological counter part. P 

(i), (ii), (iii), (iv). This completes the proof. 

3.3 R, Fuzzy Supra Topological Space 

In this section, we study several property of fuzzy supra R1  topological space. 

Definition: 3.3.1:- Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space then 

(a)FSR, (i) space if and only if V x, y c= X, x # y, whenever there exist wct*  with 

w(x) # w(y),Then 2 u, vct*  such that u(x)=v(y)1 and u A v0. 

FSR,(ii) space if and only if Vx, yEX, x#y, whenever there exist we t 

with w(x) # w(y) Then 2 u, vEt*  such that u(x)>O,v(y)>O and u A v0 

FSR,(iii) space if and only if Vx, yEX, x#y , whenever there exist w 

t * with w (x) # w(y) then for acT 1  2 u, vc t' such that u(x)>a, v(y)>a and u A V :!~ U. 

Lemma 3.3.2.: Show the following implications are true: 

(X, t*)  is FSR 1 (i) => (X, t*)  is FSR,(iii) 

ft (X, t*)  is FSR,(ii). 

Proof: First, suppose that (X t*,)  is FSR,(i) we shall prove that(X, t*)  is FSR1 (iii) 

Let x, ycX with x # y and wct*  such that w(x) # w(y), Since (X, t*)  is FSR, (i) then 2 

u, vc t'1', u(x)v(y)1 and u A v0 . Now it is clear that when w C= t with w(x) #w(y), 

for acT 1 , 2 u, vc t u(x)> a, v(y)> a and UA v< a. 

Hence it is clear that(X, t*)  is FSR J  (iii) 

.Next, suppose that (X, t*)  is FSR1  (ii) we shall prove that(X, t*)  is FSR1 (iii).Let x, 

yEX with x#y and w E tsuch that w(x)# w(y) .Since (X, t*)  is F SR 1 (ii) then 3 u, 

vc t such that u(x)>O,v(y)>O and u A v0 .Hence fora E I 3 u, vc t, u(x)> a, v(y)> 

a and u A v :!~ a.. So it is clear that (X, t*)  is FSR1  (iii). 

- Now, we give some examples to show the non implications among FSR J  (1), 

FSR, (ii) and FSR, (iii). 

Example 3.3.3: Let X={x, y} and u, v, we I  where 

+ 
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t' {1, 0, u {(x, 1), (y, 0)}, 

v = {(x, 0), (y, .2)}, w= {(x, 1), (y, .2)}} 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t' on X is generated by 10, u, v, w, 11. Here 

wct with w(x) #w(y), since w(x)=1, w(y) =.2, now u(x)=1, u(y)=0 and v(x)=0, 

v(y)=.2, so u, ve t with u(x)>O, v(y)>0 and UAV=O hence (X, t*)  is FSR1 (ii) but 

(X, t*)  is not FSR J  (i) 

Example 3.3.4:- Let X(x, y} and u, v, we I X  where 

t = 11,0,u={(x, .8),(y, .2)},v{(x,.1),(y,.7)},w={(x, .8),(y, .7)1} 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t' on X is generated by 10, u, v, w, 1 }, 

1-lere wctwith w(x)# w(y), since w(x).8,w(y).7, now u(x).8, u(y)=.2 and 

v(x).1,v(y).7, so u, vE t with 0.2<a<.8 .We have u(x)> a, v(y)> a and UAV:5cLSO 

(X, t*)  is FSR, (iii) but u(x)>0, v(y)>0 and u A v # 0,hence 

(X, t*)  is not FSR J  (ii) also (X, t*)  is not FSR, (i) . This completes the proof. 

Theorem 3.3.5.: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and 

I (t*) = {u'(O, 1]; u c t*}  then 

(a)(X, t*)  is FSR J  (i) = (X, I(t*))  is supra R1  

(X, t*)  is FSR1  (ii) = (X, I(t*))  is supra R1  

(X, t*)  is FSR / (iii) => (X, I(t*))  is supra R1 . 

Proof: (a) Let (X, t*)  is FSR, (i), we shall prove that (X, I (t*))  is supra R1  

Let x, ye X with x # y and Me I (t*)  with xcM, y 0 M, we can write M= w 1  (0, 1] 

where we t. Then we see that w(x)>0, w(y):5 0, therefore w(x)# w(y), Since (X, t*) 

is FSR,(i) ,Then 3 u, v e t, such that u(x)1, v(y)=1 and UAV=O.It follows that 

u (0, 1], v 1  (0, 1], and 

X6 u' (0, lj, ys v (0, 1], and u 1  (0, 1 ] n v (0, 1]= ,as uAv=0. Hence it is clear 

that (X, I (t*))  is supra R .. 

(b) Let (X, t*)  is FSR J  (ii), we shall prove that (X, I(t*))  is supra R,. Let x, y X with 

x # y and Mc I(t*)  with xcM, y 0 M , So we can write M= w (0, 1] , where 

wct*,Now  we have w(x)>0, and w(y):0 with w(x)# w(y). Since (X, t*)  is FSR1(ii) 
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then for acT 1  3 u, vct*  u(x)>O, v(y)>O ,and UAV=O. It follows that 3 u (0, 1], v 

(0, 1] c I(t*)  with and xc ud  (0, 1], yc v(0, 1], and 

u1  (0, 1] m v_I  (0, 1 ]= (p as u A v=O. So it is clear that (X, t*))  is supra R1 . 

(c) Since (X, t*)  is FSR J  (iii) , we shall prove that (X, I(t*))  is supra R1 . Let 

x, y cX with x # y and Mc I(t*)  with xcM, y o M, So we can write M= w (a, 1], 

where wc t*,Now  we have w(x)> a, and w(y):!~ a with w (x)# w(y).Since (X, t*)  is 

FS R1 (ii) then for acT1  3 u, ye t' with u(x)> a,v (y)> a , and uAv:!~.a It follows 

that 3 u (a, 1], v_I  (a, 1] e I(t*)  with xc u 1  (a, 1], ye v 1  (a, 1], as u(x)> a, 

v(y)> a and (a, 1]m v 1  (a, 1] =p ,as uAv:!~.a. So it is clear that (X, I(t*))  is 

supra R, 

Example:3.3.6. Let X={x, y} and u, v, we j(  where 

t {l, u={(x, .8), (y, .2)}, 

v = {(x, .1), (y, .7)}, w {(x, .8), (y, .7)}} is the fuzzy supra topology on X, here 

wct*with w(x)#w(y), since w(x)=.8, w(y)=.7, Now u(x)=.8, u(y)=.2 and v(x).l, 

v(y)=.7,so u, vct*  but u(x)>0, v(y)>0 and ut.v #0. Hence (X, t*)  is not FSR1  (ii). Also 

(X, t*)  is not FSR1 (i), since u(x) # 1 and v(y) #1 and utv #0.Also I(t*)  ={X, 

{x},{y}}, Then clearly I(t*)  is a topology on X and 

(X, t*))  is a supra R, space. 

Example:3.3.7. Let X{x, y} and u, veI>  where 

t = {1, 0, u = {(x, .8), (y, .2)}, v = {(x, .1), (y, .7)}} 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X is generated by {0, u, v, 11, 

Now u(x) =.8, u(y) =.2 and v(x) =.1, v(y) =.7, here u, vc t for a=.9 we have (X, t*)  is  

not FSR,(iii) space .Also I (t*)  ={X, 0 }, Then clearly (X, I(t*))  is supra R1  space. 

Theorem 3.3.8: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space .Consider the 

following statements: 

(X, T*)  be a supra R1 space. 

(X, (o(T*))  be an FSR1  (i) space. 

(X, o(T*))  be an FSR J  (ii) space. 
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(4) (X, (1)(T*))  be an FSR 1  (iii) space. 

Proof: First suppose that (X, T*)  be a supra R, space. We shall prove 

(X, co(T*))  be an FSR, (i )space. Let x, y cX with x # y and mcw(T*)  such that 

m(x) # m(y) ie either m(x)<m(y) or m(x)>m(y). Suppose m(x) <r<m(y). Then it is 

clear that m (r, 1] s T*  as m(T*)  and xO m' (r, 1], ys m' (r, 1].Since (X, T) be 

a supra R, space. 3 U, Vs T such that xcT, ys T such that U m V = q .The definition 

of lower semi continuous I U  , I, o(T') and with I u  (x) 1, I (y) 1, and I A I =0. 

So(X, o(T *)) is FS R1  (i) and (X, co(T *)) is FS R, (ii) space. 

Further it can be easily shown that (2) = (4) and (3) = (4). 

We therefore prove that (4) = (1) 

Suppose that (X, c)(T *)) be an FSR J  (iii) space. We shall prove (X, T') be a supra R, 

space. Let x, ycX with x# y and ME T such that xEM and yM or x%M and yEM. 

Suppose x EM and y%M. But I M  is lower semi continuous from (X, T*)  into I., So 

E co(T*) and 1 M  (x) =1, 1 1 (y) =0 that is 1 M  (x) # I AI(Y). 

Since (X, o(T*))  is FSR J  (iii)space for a E I then 3 u, v E co(T*) such that 

u(x)>a, u(y)>a and U A V :!~ a .Now we observed that from definition of lower semi 

continuous function u 1 (a, 1), v (a, 1) ET*  such that XE u ' (a, 1), yv '  (a, I) 

and u(a, 1)nv(a, 1)=0, Thus (X, T*)be  a supra R,space. 

This completes the proof.. 



CHAPTER-FOUR 

To  and T, Fuzzy Supra Topological spaces 

4.1. Introduction: We discuss here the separation axiom To, T,, fuzzy supra 

topological space and obtain their several properties, we write FST 0, in short for 

fuzzy supra T 0 . The letter T is used here from the German word "Trennung" Also 

Alexandroff and Hopf introduced in mathematics. 

4.2.:T 0  Fuzzy Supra Topological Space 

Definition 4.2.1.: FST 0-Space: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, and 

then (X, t*)  is 

FST Q  (i) —space if and only ifV x, y e X, x # y, 2 ?ct such that ?(x)= 1, X(y)=O 

,or 2 tEt t(x)=O, t(y)=l. 

FST Q  (ii) —space if and only if V x, y E X, x # y , 2 Xt 
* 

such that X(x)>O, 

or 2 te t such that jt(x)0, ji(y)>O. 

FST 9 (iii) —space if and only if V x, y €X, x #y, 2 ?st such that O!!~X(x) !~O< 

X(y) :~ I or 3 .tEE t 
* 

such that 0 :5 j.i(y) :!~ O<ji(x) < 1. 

FST 0  (iv) —space if and only if V x, y c X, x # y, 2 ?ct* such that 2c(x)< ?(y) or 

A(y)< A(x) 

Lemma 4.2.2.: The following are true: 

(a) = (b) and (a) = (c), also(b) = (c) => (d) 

(a) Proof: (a) = (b) 

From (a), since V x, y EX, x # y, 3 2 E t * such that ?(x) 1, X(y)=O, or t(x) =0, 

= 1 then clearly ?(x)>0, ?(y)=O, or t(x)=0, p(y)>0 which is (b). 

(a)=(c) 

From (a), since V x, y eX, x #y, 2 2 Et*  such that X(x) =1, A(y) 0; it follows that 

0:!~2(y) 0:!~X(x) :!~ 1 .Similarly we can show O:!~ i(x) :!~0:-< [t(y) :!~ I 

1-lence it is clear that (a) => (c). 
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= (c) 

From (b), since V x, y eX, x # y, 3 A t such that A(x)>0, A(y)=O, or .t(x)=O, 

t(y)> 0, when ?(x)>O, X(y) = 0 then clearly that 0 :!~ X(y) :!~ 0 :!~ X(x) < 1 

and when p.(x)=0, p(y)>0,then O:!~t(x) :!~-0:!~ p(y) < I 

Hence it is clear that (b) = (c) 

= (d) 

From (c), V x, y EX, with x #y, 3 A c t  such that 0:5A(x) :!~O<X(y) :5 1 or 3 

Such that 0:5 t(y) :!~O< p(x) :5 1. Now from 0:5 A (x) :50<A (y) :!~_ 1, 

we observe that X(x) # 2(y),Again from 0 :5 p(y) :!~ 0<.t(x) :5 1 we have 

.t(x) # .1(y). Hence (X, t*)  is FST Q ( iv) -space. 

Lemma 4.2.3.: Let (X, 
t *) 

and (X, t 
* 

,) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces where 

t 
* 

and t 
* 

/ be two fuzzy supra topology on X. Let t 
* 

is finer than t 
* ,,, 

Then we show if 

t 1 ,isa fuzzy supra T o  space then t is also fuzzy supra To  space. 

Proof: Let x, y be two distinct point in X. Since t ,, is fuzzy supra T0  space then 

3 2e t i ,  such  X(x)=1,(y)=0or?(x)=0,?*(y)=1.Alsosincet* 1 c t sofort*, 

X(x) =1, ?(y) =0 or X(x) 0, ?(y) =1 is hold. Hence t is also a fuzzy supra T 0  space. 

Theorem 4.2.4: Let (X, ) and (Y, s 
*) 

be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f: X -* Y be one-one, onto and supra open map then 

(X, t*)  is T 0 (i ) = (Y, s*)  is T 0 (i) 

(X, t* ) is T 0 (u) =(Y,  s* ) is T() (ii). 

(X, 
t *) 

is T 0  (iii) = (Y, 
*) 

is T (iii). 

Proof: Suppose (X, t*)  is T 0  (i), we shall prove that (Y, s*)  is T o  (i). Let y,, 

with y1  # y, . Since f is onto, 3 x,, x 2  E X with f(x1) = y1  and f(x2) = y, ;  and 

x, # x 2  as f is one-one. Again (X, ) is T 0  (i ) then a u E t 
* 

such that u(x)= 1, 

u(y)=0. 

Nowf(u)(y,){Supu(x,):f(x,)=y1 } 
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f(u)(y 7 )= {Supu(x,): f(x 2 )=y 2  } =0 

Since f is supra open map then f(u) E s* as u E t. Hence we observe that 

f(u) Es*  such that f(u)( y 1 ) =1 , and f(u)(y 2  )=0 . Hence it is clear that (Y, s) is 

Similarly (b), (c), (d) can be proved. 

Now we give example to show the non implications among FST 0 (i), FST 0 (ii), 

FST ,(iii), FST 0 (iv). 

Example: 4.2.5 Let X(x, y, z} and 

t* {1, 0, {(x, (y, (z, 0)}, {(x, (y, (z, {(x, 0), (y,), 

(z, )}}onX. 

Let A,={(x, 1), (y, 
1 

), (z, 0)} .Here X(x) 
3 
 ?(z)0, 2.(x)>0 and X(z)0, also p.(x)0 

and p(z)>0 So clearly it is FST0  (ii) but there does not exist any t t  such that 

j..t(y)1 and t(x)=0 So, FST 0(ii) #> FST0(i) 

Example: 4.2.6 Let X={x, y, z} and 

t = {1, 0, X=(x, ), (y,  --), (z, )}, {(x, ), ( y, I  ), (z, 

1 1 
j.i= {(x,0),(y, ),(z, )) onX 

Here ?(x) = , X(y) 0, t(x) 0, t(y) = we have 0 :~ t(x) :!~ O<t(y) :!~ 1 

So (X, t*)  is an FST 0 (iii) but (X, t*) but there does not exist any Rc= t*  such that 

.t(y)=1 and t(x) = 0, is not FST 0 (i). Hence FST 0 (iii) #> FSTQ  (i). 

4.3. a-T 0 Fuzzy Supra Topological Space. 

Definition 4.3.1.: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, and then (X, t*)  is 

said to be 
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FSa-T 0 (i) —Space if and only if V x, y E X, x # y, 3 2 c= t such that A(x)=1, 

or X(x):!~-a, X(y)=1 

FSa-T 0  (ii) —Spaces if and only if V x, y eX, x #y,3 AE t such that ?(x)>a, 

or A(x)=0, 2(y)> a 

Lemma 4.3.2 .: Let (X, 
*) 

be a fuzzy supra topological space, and if 0 :~ a :5 13  :5 1 

.Then (1) (X, t*)  isa - T 0  (i ) = (X, t*)  is/3 - T0  (i) 

(2) (X, ') is f3 - T (ii) = (X, 
*) 

is a - T 0  (ii) 

Proof: Suppose that (X, t 
*) 

be a fuzzy supra topological space, and(X, t is a-T ,(i) 

we shall prove that (X, t*)  is - T 0  (1) .Let x, y eX, with x #y , Since (X, t) is 

a -  Tf) (i ) then for ci, , 2 Et such that A (x) i, X(y):!~ a or A(x):5a, 

2(y)=1.This implies that 2(x)=1, X(y):!~ f3 Since 0:5a :---- 13 :~ 1, hence it is clear that 

(X, t*) 
is13 - T0  (i) .Similarly if X, t*)  is13 - T o  (ii). Let x, y €X, with x #y for 13 E 

? t such that X(x)> f3 ,(y)=O, or A(x)=0, ?L(y)> 13  .Hence X(x)>ct, X(y)=O, 

X(x) = 0, ?(y)>a; sincea :!~ 13 . So =(X, t*)  is a - T 0  (ii). 

Example:4.3.3. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology 

t = {1,0,={(x, l),(y, )}, {(x, 1),(y, ),}, ={(x,0),(y, )}} onX.Taking 

a,and 13= then (X,t*)is 13 To(i) but (X,  t*) is not a-T0  (i) 

Example:4.3.4. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology 

t{1,0, X{(x, l),(y, ) }, {(x, 1), (y,),}, g ={(x, 0), (y, )}} on X. Taking 

and 13 then from (X, t 
*) 

we have t (x) =0 and (y)= 
1 1 
- >_ , So (X,t*)is  

5 5 25 

a- T 0 (ii) (X, t*)  is not f3 - To  (ii), since .t(y) = 
1 3 
-< - 
25 

Lemma4.3..5: Every discrete fuzzy supra topological space is a FST 0  space. 

Proof: Let (X, t*)  is an discrete fuzzy supra topological space and let x, y be distinct 

points of X. Since the space is discrete then for aEl, , there exist 2 Et*  such that 
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A(x)=1, ?(y):5 a or (x)!~a, ?.(y)=l .Then from definition of T space (X , t) is a 

FST 0  space. 

Lemma 4.3.6.: Every indiscrete fuzzy supra topological space is not a FST 0  Space. 

Proof: Let (X, 
*) 

is an indiscrete fuzzy supra topological space and let x, y be 

distinct points of X. Since the spaces is indiscrete then for ael, , there does not 

exist A. € t such that. (x)=1, X(y) :!~ a or X(x) :!~ a ,X(y)=l . Hence (X, t) is not 

FST 0 . 

4.4: T Fuzzy Supra Topological Space. 

Definition 4.4.1.: FST1 -Space: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and 

Then (X, t ) is said to be fuzzy supra T1  - Spaces 

(a)FST, (i) —space if and only ifV x, y € X, x # y , 2., x € t 
* 

such that X(x)= 1, 

?.(y)=0 and p(x)=0, .i (y) = 1. 

FST, (i i) —space if and only if V x, y € X, x # y, 3 X, .te t such that X(x)>0, 

?(y)O, and p(x)  0, p(y)>0. 

FS T 1  (iii) —space if and only if V x, y € X, x # y, 3 A, i € t 
* 

such that 

0 :!~ 2(x) :5 O<X(y) :5 land 0 :5 (y) :5 0< p(x) < I 

FST J  (iv) —space if and only if V x, y €X, x #y, t € t such that X(x)< 

2.(y) and p.(y)< p.(x). 
1' 

Implication 4.4.2.: From the above definition, we see that 

(a)='(c) and(b) = (c) = (d) 

Proof: Let (X, t 
*) 

be a T1  (i) fuzzy supra topological space, we shall prove that (a) 

(X, t) is T1 (iii). Since (X, t*)  be aT1 (i) then V x, y €X, x #y , 2., ji € t S. t 

A.(x)=l, jt(y)=0 and .t(x)=l, 2c(y)=0.SO it is clear that 0:!~ X(y):!~0<X(x) :!~ I and 

0:!~ t (x) <O<p.(y) :!~ I , Hence (a)=(c). 

Next suppose that (X, t*)  is T1 (ii) ,we shall prove that (X, t*)  is T1 (iii)-Space. Since 

(X, t) is T,(ii), then if and only if V x, y c- X, x #y, 3 X, t such that (x)>0, 
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?(y)=O,and p(x)=O, ji(y)>O.Which shows that O::~?(y) :~O< 2(x) :!~ I and O:!~ji (x) 

:!~O< [t (y) :!~ I .Hence (X,t*)  isT1(iii). 

Finally suppose that (X, t*)  is T1  (iii), we shall prove that (X, t*)  is T,(iv) .Since 

(X, 
*) 

is T1  (iii), so V x, y E X, x # y, a X, € t such that 

O:!~ X (x) :!50< ?. (y) :5 land 0:5 .t (y) <O<p.(x) :!~ 1, this implies that 

2(x)< 2(y) and .t(y)<  t(x). 

Now we show by examples the non implications among FST, (1), FST 1  (ii), FST J  

(iii), FST / (iv). 

Example:4.4.3. Let X{x, y, z} and t = {l, 0, ? {(x, (y, ), (z, 0)}, {(x, 

(y, ), (z, I)}, t={(x, 0), (y, (z, l)}}on X. Here ?(x)>O, X(z)=O, and also 

i(x)=0, p(z)>O So clearly it is FST J  (ii) but there does not exist a X,  1U E t 
* 

such 

that ?(x)=1, ?(y)=O and p(x)O, t(y)=O.So it is clear that 

FST, (ii) #>FST,(i) 

Example: 4.4.4 .Let X={x, y, z} and 

t={I, 0, 2{(x, (y, 0), (z, {(x, (y, (z, 

1 
= {(x,0),(y, ),(z, )}} onX 

Here X(x)= , ?(y)=O; t(x)=O, (y)= we have 0 :!~ (x) :!~ O<(y) !~ I and 0 :5 (y) 

:!~ 0<?(x) :!~-  1 so (X, t ) is an FST1  (iii) but there does not exist any ?, j.t e t 
* 

such 

that ?(x)=l, X(y)0 and t(x)0, .t(y)=O.So it is clear that 

FST, (iii) #>FST, (i). 

Example: 4.4.5.Let X{x, y, z} and 

t={l, O,={(x, ), (y, 0), (z, )}, {(x, (y, (z
8 2

, )}, ={(x, 0), (y, (z, 
8 4 

I  
)}onX. 
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Here X (x)= X (y)=O, t(x)=0 , we have 0 :!~ (x) :!~ O<t(y) :!~ I and 0 :!~ 

(y) :~ 0< X(x) !~ 1 so (X, t ) is an FST J  (iii) but there does not exist any X ,j.i e t 

A(x)< X(y), t(y)< t(x) .such that So it is clear that 

FST J  (iii) #>FST1  (iv) 

Theorem 4.4.6: Let (X, T) be a supra topological space .Consider the following 

statements. 

(I) (X,T)beaSupra-T1 space. 

(X, w (T )) be an FST1  (i) space. 

(X, a) (T*)) be an FST, (ii) space. 

(X, w (Ti )) be an FST1 (iii) space. 

(X, w (T *)) be an FST1  (iv)space. 

Then the following implications are true. 

(1)=(2) =(4) =(5) =(I) 

U fl 

(3) (3) 

Proof:- Let (X T*,)  is a supra- T, -space. We shall prove that(X, a) (T)) be an 

FST J  (i) space. Since (X, T 
*) 

is Supra T, -space, then for two distinct points x and y 

in X with, x # y 3 supra open set U and yE T*  such that xEU and yU, and xEV, y 

V. But from definition of lower semi continuous function I 

. w (T) and I u  (x)=l, 1 15  (y)=O also I . (x)0, I v  (y)1 . Hence 

(X, w (T)) is FST(i) and also (X, (o (Tt )) is FST1 (ii). Further it is easily prove 

that (2) =(4), (3) =(4) and (4) =(5) 

So we prove only (5) =(1) 

Suppose (X, w (T*))is  FST1 (iv) space we shall prove (X, T)is Supra-Ti(i).Let x, 

y E X with x # y .Since (X, a) (T'))is FST / (iv)space if B u, v E o (T*) such that 

u(x)<u(y) and v(x)>v(y). Let r, s E I be such that u(x)< r<u(y) and v(x)>s>v(y). Then 

we have u (r, 1] , v' (s, I],and xu (r, fl, Y E v' (r, hand xu (r, l],y v' (s, 

1].Hence (X, T) is Supra- T1  space. This completes the proof. 

Thus it is seen that T, (p) is a good extension of its supra topological counter part. 
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Theorem 4.4.7: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, s) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f:X -> Y be continuous and one-one, supra open map then 

(Y, s * ) is T(i) = .(X, t*)  is T(i ) 

(Y, s*)  is T(ii) => (X, t*)  is T(ii) 

(Y, s) is T(iii) = (X, t) is T(iii) 

Proof: Suppose(Y, s 
*) 

is T1  (i) we shall prove (X, t ) is T, (i ) Let x , ,x 2  e X with 

x / # x 2  then f(x,) # f(x 2 ) in Y as f is one- one . Now since (Y, s*)  is T1  (i) 3 u, v 

c t , such that u(x ) = 1, u(x,) =O,and v(x1  )=O, v(x 2  )= 1 this implies that f' 

(u(x 1 ))=1, 

f_ I  (u(x 2  ))=O and f'v(x 1 )=0, f'(v(x2 )) 1, since f is continuous and u, v 

s*implies that f (u) ,f (v) E t*with f1 (u(x1 ))1 

f'(u(x 2  ))=O and f(v(x,))O, f'(v(x 2  ))= 1, Hence (X, t*)  is T,(i) 

Similarly (2), (3) can be proved. 

Theorem 4.4.8.: Let (X, t') be a fuzzy supra topological space and 

I (t*) = {u'(O, 1]; u E t } then 

(X, t t ) is FST(i) = (X, I (t i )) is supra T 

(X, t) is FS T1  (ii) => (X, 1(C)) is supra T1  

(X, C) is FST1 (iii) => (X, I (C)) is supra T, 

-11 Proof: - (a) Let (X, t*)  is FS T1  (i) we shall prove that (X, I (t*))  is T1  . Let 

x, y eX with x # y .Since (X, t) is FST1 (i) , Then 3 u, v c= t, such that u(x)1, 

u(y)0 and v(x)0,v(y)1.It follows that 3 w'(O, 1], v (0, 1] E 1(C) and XE 

1] and yu 1  (0, 1] and xe v (0, fl, yc v4(0, 1] . Hence it is clear that (X, I (C)) is 

supra T,. 

(b) Let (X, C) is FST (ii) we shall prove that (X, I (t*))  is supra T1 . Let x, y E X with 

- x#y .Since (X, C) is FST1 (ii) then 3u, v t u(x)= 0, u(y)>0 and v(x)>0, 



v(y)0.Since u(0, 1], v(0, 1] e I(t*) and it is clear that xc u_ I  (0,1], y u' (0, 1], 

xv'(0, 1],yev(0, 1]. So it is clear that (X, I(t*)) is supra T. 

(c) Since (X, t ) is FST J  (iii) , we shall prove that (X, I(t )) is supra T1 . Let 

X, y eX with x # y .Since (X, t) is FS T,(iii) then 3 u, ye t* with 0:!~u (x) :!~0<u (y) 

:!~1 and 0:!~v (y) :!~0<v (x) :!~ I . It follows that 3 u (0,1],v' (0,1] c I(t) with 

XE U (0, 1], y u 1  (0, 1], xv '  (0, 1], ye v'(a,  1]. So it is clear that (X, I(t *)) is 

supra T1 . 

Example: 4.4.9. Let X={x, y} and u, v, we I X  where 

t 11, 0, u={(x, .8), (y, .2)}, v ={(x, .1), (y, .7)}, w{(x, .8), (y, .7)}} 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t' on X is generated by {0, u, v, w, 1 }, 

Here wetwith w(x)#w(y), since w(x)=.8, w(y).7, Now u(x)=.8, u(y).2 and 

v(x)=. I, v(y)=.7, so u, v e t* . Hence (X, t) is not FST J  (ii) also (X, t* ) is not 

FST1 (i), Since u(x) # land v(y) # 1 .Also I (t i ) ={X, {x}, {y}}, Then clearly 

(X,I(t*)) is supra T,. 

Example: 4.4.10. Let X{x, y} and u, v E 1X where 

t ={l,0, u{ (x, .8), (y, .2)}, v {(x, .1), (y, .7)}} Consider the fuzzy supra topology 

t on Xis generated by {0,u, v, 1 } ,Now u(x)=.8, u(y)=.2 and v(x).1, v(y)=.7, Here 

u, ye t, we have (X t,) is not FS T1  (iii) space. Also I(t )={X, {x}, {y}}, Then 

clearly (X, I(t)) is supra T 
 1. 
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CHAPTER-FIVE 

T2- Fuzzy Supra Topological space 

5.1. Introduction: 

In this chapter, we introduce and study on various concept of Fuzzy Supra 

Hausdorffness that is T2- Fuzzy Supra Topological space. In short we write FST 2  for 

T2- Fuzzy Supra Topological space. 

5.2. T2 Fuzzy Supra Topological space. 

5.2.1 Definition:- Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, and then (X, t*)  is 

said to be 

(a) FST 2  (i) Space if and only if V x, y E X, x # y , 3 ?, j.i c= t 
* 

such that X(x)=l, 

g(y)1 and ?AJ.L =0. 

(b)FST 2  (ii) Space if and only if V x, y e X, x # y ,3 ?, i e t 
* 

such that ?c(x)>0, 

p(y)>O and 2AL 0. 

(c)FST2(iii) Space if and only ifV x, y EX, x # y , L E t 
* 

3 where a, f3 E I and ?AJ1=0. 

Lemma 5.2.2.: Show the following implication are true, 

(X, t*)  is FST2(i) =' (X, t*)  is FST2(iii) =(X, t) is FST2(ii) 

Proof:- Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, and (X, t*)  is FST20), we 

shall prove that (X, t*)  is FST2(iii) . Let x, y EX with x #y, since (X, t*)  is 

FST 2 (i), ?, t Et such that A.(x)=1, .i(y)=1 and ?.Al.1=0 .So for a,13  El 0  it is clear 

that 2(x)> a, .t(y)> I Hence it is clear that (X, t*)  is FST2(iii). 

Next suppose that (X, t*)  is FST26i), We shall prove that (X, t is FST2(iii) 

Let x, y eX with x #y, since (X, t*)  is FST200, 3  X, t et* such that 2(x)>0, 

t (y)>O, and A1=0. So for a, P E I it is clear that ?(x)> a, p(y) >3 . Hence it is 

clear that (X, t *) is FST2(iii). 

Now we give some example to show the non implication among Supra- T2(i), 

FST200, FST2(iii) 

4 

a. 
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Example5.2.3: Let X={x, y} and?t, o e I X 
, where?c, jt and co are defined by 

(x)= 0.7, X(y)=0;  (x)0 and jt(y) =0.8 ; co(x)= 0.7, w(y)=0.8, Consider the fuzzy 

supra topology t on X generated by {1, 0, X, jt, co) . Now for a=0.6, 0 =0.7, it is 

clear that (X, ) is FST2(iii) but not FST26). 

Example 5.2.4: Let X = {x, y} and X 
, p, 0) E I X 

, where., jt and 0) are defined by 

X(x) 0.7, X(y) =0; ji(x) =0 and p(y) =0.8; co(x) 0.7, co(y)0.8 , Consider the fuzzy 

supra topology t on X generated by {1, 0, X, t, co) . It is clear that (X, t ) is FST2  

(ii) but not FST20). 

Theorem 5.2.5.: Let (X, T*)  be a supra topological space .Consider the following 

statements: 

(X, T* ) be a Supra- T2 space. 

(X, (o(T)) be a FST2(i) space. 

(X, (o(T )) be a FST2(i) space. 

(X, w(T*))  be a FST2(iii) space. 

Then the following implications are true. 

(1)=(2) =(4) =(1) 

U 

(3) (3) 

Proof: Let (X, T*)  is a Supra- T2-space. We shall prove that (X, co(T)) be an 

FST2(i) space. Since (X, T ) is a Supra - T2  -space, then for all two distinct points x 

and y in X With x # y 3 two disjoint supra open set U and V such that XE U and 
I 

E V. and Un V= ço Again from definition of lower semi continuous function 1(1, 

l V Eco(T) 

and 1 (,(x)=1, 1 ,,,(y)=l and I u v° . If I tl then 3 zX such that 

(I tl v  )(z) #0 =1 u  (z) #0 and I V  (z) #0, =>ZEU, zEV , ZEUUV, = UuVp a 

contradiction ,so that I u'1 V =O ,and consequently (X, c)(T t )) is FST2(i) and also 

(X, Co (T)) is FST2(ii) 

Obviously (2) =(4) and (3) =(4), 

Now we show only (4) =(1) 
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Suppose that (X, co (T)) is FST2(iii) space . We shall prove that (X, T) is a Supra-

T2space. Let x, y e X with x # y, Since (X, c(T )) is FST 2  (iii) then from definition 

V x, y EX, x #y, 3k, e (T) X(x) >a , (y) > and 2AL 0.So ?(a, 1] , 

1(13 1] E T 
* 

where a,13 El 1  and xEX'(a, 1], yt (13, 1] . Moreover 

2'(a, fl t(13, 1] =0 and if 

zE?(a, I] n'(13, 1] then 

z E X (a, 1] and ze (13, 1] = (?AIL)(z)>O, a contradicts that (A,Al.1)(z)=O. Hence 

(X, T*)  is a Supra-T 2  space. This completes the proof. 

Thus it is seen that is a good extension of supra topological counter part. 

Theorem 5.2.6.: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and 

I (t*) = {u' (0, 1]; u E t*} then 

(X, t*)  is FST2(i) = (X, I(t)) is supraT2  

(X, t*)  is FST200 =' (X, I (t*))  is supra T2  

(X, t*)  is FST2  (iii) => (X, I (t*))  is supra T2  

Proof: - (a) Let (X, t*)  is FST20) we shall prove that (X, I(t')) is T2  . Let x, y E X 

with x# y .Since (X, t) is FST2(i) , Then 3 u, v E t, such that u(x)1, ,v(y)1and 

U A v=0 ,.It follows that 

u(O, 1], v_I  (0, 1] E I(t ') and XE U '  (0, 1J y€ v 1  (0, 1 and. u' (0, 1J A v 1  (0, 11 =O 

as u A v0 Hence it is clear that (X, I(t*))  is supra T2. 

Let (X, t*)  is FST200 we shall prove that (X, I(t*))  is supra T2  Let x, y E X with 

x # y .Since (X, t) is FST200 then 3 u, v Et*  u(x)> 0, v(y)>Oand u A v0.Since 

u'(0, 1], v(0, 1] e I(t*) so that XE U 1  (0, 1], Y E v (0, 1] .and u 1(O, l]Av'(O, 1] 

=0 as uAv=0.So it is clear that (X, I(t)) is supra T 2 . 

Since (X, t) is FS T2  (iii) ,we shall prove that (X, I(t*))  is supra T2. Let x, y EX 

with x # y .Since (X, t *) is FST2(iii) then 3 u, v E t with u(x)> a and v(y).> fi and 

uAv=0 It follows that 3 u (0,1], v (0,1] E I(t') with XE u'(O, 1], y c= v (0, 

1]. 

So it is clear that (X, I (t)) is supra T2 



Definition 5.2.7: Let (X, ) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and then (X, 
*) 

is 

said to be a - fuzzy supra -T, Space 

16 (a)(X, t) is FST2(i) space if and only if V x, y E X, x # y , a ,?, tE t * such that 

?(x)=1=(y)and AAJt:!~ a. 

(b)(X, t) is FST20i) Space if and only if, V x, y EX, x # y , a ?c, t t 
* 

such that 

X(x)> a, jt(y)> a and At=O. 

(c) (X, 
*) 

is FST2(iii) Space if and only if, V x, y E X, x # y, a ?, t e t 
* 

such that 

A.(x)> a, p.(y)> a and AAJI ::~ a. 

Lemma 5.2.8.: The following implications are true 

(X, t ') is a - T2(i) = (X, ) is a - T2(iii) 

ft (X,t*)isa_T2(i) 

Proof:- Let(X, 
*) 

be a fuzzy supra topological spaces, and (X, 
*) 

is a - T20), 

we shall prove that (X, t ') is a - T2(iii), .Let x, y E X, with x # y , Since (X, ) is 

a - T20 ) then for a E I, , a ?, i c t such that X(x)= 1 ji(y) and ?.A.t :!~ a .This 

implies that 2.(x)> a andt(y) > a.. 1-lence it is clear that (X, t 
*) 

is a - T2(iii) 

Next suppose that (X, t) is a- T2  (i),we shall prove that (X, t*)  isa - T 2 (iii), Since 

(X, t*)  is a- T 2  (i) then fora €I,, a?, t E t such that X(x)>a and t(y)>a.and 

XAp=O.Now it is clear that A.(x)> a and pt(y) > a .and 2 A p :!~ a .Hence. (X, t ) is 

a- T, (iii). 

Now we give some example to show the non implication among a - T2(i), a - 

T2(ii), a - T2(iii). 

Example:5.2.9. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology, 

t { 1, 0, 2 { (x, 1),(y, 0) }, ((x, 0),( y, I) } on X, where X, g E I ' For a 

(X, t*)  is a - T2(ii) but (X, t*)  is not a - T2(i) 

Example:5.2.10. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology 

t' ={1, 0, ?{(x, 1), (y,)}, ={(x, ),( y, 1)} on X, where X, 
jX .For a.5 we 

see that(X, t*)  is a - T 2 (i) but (X, t*)  is not a - T 2  (ii) 



we 

Example:5.2.11. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology and, X, tIX 

t =fl, 0, ?={(x, (y, --)} , {(x, ),( y, -2-), (x,  -2-), (y,  -2-) } on X, For 

a.5 

(X, t*)  is a - T2(iii) but (X, t*)  is not a -T 2  (ii) 

Lemma 5.2.12.: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological spaces, and if 0:!~- a :!~ [3 < I 

Then (1) (X, ) is a - T20) (X, t *) is [3 - T20) 

(X, t*)  isf3 - T200 =(X, t*)  is a - T20i) 

(X, t) isO - T200 =(X, t*)  is 0- T2(iii) 

Proof: Suppose that (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological spaces, and(X, t*)  is a - 

T2(i), 

we shall prove that (X, t*)  is [3 - T2(i) Let x, y EX, with x #y ,Since (X, t) is a - 

T 2 (i) then fora El,, 3, JtEt*  such that ?. (x)1ji(y) and AAli:!~ a .This implies 

that X(x)=1=i(y) and AJ.L:!~ [3,Since 0:!~ a 1. Hence it is clear that (X, t*)  is 

[3 - T(i) 

Example:5.2.13. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology 

t = {l, 0, X= {(x, 1), (y,)}, {(x, 0), (y, l)}} on X, taking a= and P= then 

(X, t*)  is 0 - T2(i) but (X, t*)  is not a - T2(ii) 

Similarly if X, t * ) is 13 - T 2  (ii). Let x, y e X, with x # y for [3 E I,, 3 ? ,j.i t * such 

that ?(x)> [3 ,ji(y)> [3 and XAJ.1=O.Hence?. (x)> a, , jt(y)> a as a :5 [3. So => (X, t *) is 

a-T2(ii). 

Example:5.2.14. Let X={x, y} and consider the fuzzy supra topology 

t ={l, 0, ?{(x, ), (y, )}, {(x, ), (y, )}, {(x, 0), (y, )}}, on X 

taking a = and [3 = then from (X, ) we have ?(x) > X (y)= , and t (x) 
5 5 

—  
=0 .t (y)= 

1 
- > 

1 
* )is  so(X, t a- T 2 (ii) but (X, t *)  is not 13  - T 2 (ii) sinceX(x) 

2 
-< 

25 5 

3 13 
- 

 
andp(y) 
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Finally Suppose that (X, t*)  is 0- T 2  (ii) ,we shall prove that (X, t*)  isO - T 2  (iii) 

Let x, y E X, with x # y, Since (X, 
*) 

is 0- T 2  (ii) then for a E I,, 3 2, t E t s.t 

?(x)>0, jt(y)>O and ?AL0. Hence it is clear that (X, t*)  is 0- T2(iii). 

Conversely Suppose that (X, t*)  is 0- T 2  (ii),we shall prove that (X, t*)  isO - T 2  (iii). 

Let x, y E X, with x # y , Since (X, t 
*) 

is 0- T2(iii) then for a E I,, , jt E t such 

that ?.(x)>0, .i(y)>O and A. A p :!~ 0.This implies that ?(x)>0, (y)>0 and A. A p =0 

Hence it is clear that (X, t * ) is 0- T 2  

This completes the proof. 

Theorem 5.2.15: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, s*)  be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f: X -> Y be one-one ,onto and supra open map then 

(1). (X, t*)  isa - T20) = (Y, s * ) is a - T20) 

(X, t*)  is a - T200 = (Y, 
*) 

is a - T2(ii) 

(X, t*)  isa - T2(iii) => (Y, s * ) is a - T2(iii) 

Proof:- Suppose(X, t * ) is a - T2(i) we shall prove (Y, *) is a - T2  (i), Let y 1  ,y 2  E Y, 

with y1 # y,, Since f is onto then 3 x1  ,x 2  E X with f(x, )= Y, , f(X2 )= y, and x1  # 

x 2  as f is one-one . Again (X, t*)  is a - T2(i), fora €1,, u, v E t such that 

u(x,)1v(x 2 )aand UAV:5cx 

Nowf(u)(y1 ){Supu(x1 ) :f(x,)y1 } 

=1 

f(v)(y 2 ){Supv(x 2 ) : f(x 2 )y,} 

and f(u A v)( y 1 ) = { Sup ((u A v))( x,) : f(x, ) 

f(uAv)( y 2  ) ={Sup ((uAv))( x 2 ) : f(x2 ) y 2  } 

Hence f (u A v) :!~ a =:> f (u) A f (v) :!~ a. 

Since f is supra open then f(u) ,f(v) E s*  such that f(u)( y1 )1 and f(v)( y 2  )1and 

f(uAv):!~a.Hence (Y, s 
*) 

is a-T2  (i). 

Similarly (b) and (c) can be proved. 
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Theorem 5.2.16: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, s 
*) 

be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f: X -> Y be continuous and one-one supra open map then 

(Y, s *) is a - T2(i) = .(X, ) is a - T20) 

(Y, sis a - T2  (ii) =(X, t*)  is a - T2(ii) 

(Y, s*)  is a - T2  (iii) = (X, t*)  isa - T2(iii) 

Proof: Suppose(Y, s 
*) 

is a - T2  (i) we shall prove (X, ) is a - T2  ( i  ) , Let 

x, ,x 2  e X with x1  # x 2  then f(x1) # f(x 2 ) in Y as f is one- one . Now since (Y, s 

is a - T 2  (i) 3 u, v E s such that u(f(x, ))= 1= v(f(x 2  ))0and u A V :!~ a fora E I / 

this implies that 

f_I  (u(x 1 ))=1, f (v(x 2  ))=1 and f' (uAv):!~ a i.e f 1 (u) Af '  (v) :5 a 

since u,v E s*, 
, since f is continuous and u, v E s*implies  that f' (u) ,f' (v) E 

t * with f' (u(x / ))1 , f_I  (v(x 2  ))= land f' (u) A f' (v) !!~ a Hence (X, ) is T, ( i) 

Similarly (2), (3) can be proved. 

Lemma 5.2.17.: Show that every FST 2  space is FST, spaces. 

Proof: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological spaces, Since (X, t*)  is FS-T 2  (ii) - 

Spaces if and only if V x, y E X, x # y, 3 X, t E t 
* 

such that ?(x)>0, j.t(y)>0, and 

A p 0. =X(x)>0, p.(y) =0 and i(y)>0 but? (x)0. Hence (X, t*)  is FST J  spaces. 

Lemma 5.2.18.: Give an example to show every FST J  spaces need not FST 2  space. 

Proof: Let X={x, y, z} and 

* 3 1 3 1 
t {1, 0, A{(x, -),(y,), (z, 0), {(X, —),(y, -i), (z, 1)}, {(x, 0), (y, 

(z, 1)}on X. 1-lere ?(x)>O, ji(z)>0 So clearly it is FST,(ii) but X A Jt # 0, 

Hence (X, ) is not FST2space. 

Lemma: 5.2.19. Prove that every fuzzy - T2  space is fuzzy supra - T2  space. 

Proof: From the definition of fuzzy topology and fuzzy supra topology it is clear that 

if t is a fuzzy topology on a set X and t is a fuzzy supra topology on X, then tç t, 

and fuzzy - T2  space and fuzzy supra - T2  space are applied same conditions on fuzzy 

topology as well as fuzzy supra topology respectively. So it is clear that every fuzzy 

- T2  space is fuzzy supra - T2  space. 
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CHAPTER-SIX 

Compactness and Connectedness in FSTS 

6.1. Introduction:- In this chapter we introduce and study some compactness 

property of fuzzy supra topological spaces. 

6.2. Compactness Property of FSTS 

Definition 6.2.1: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and aE[O, 1] .A 

collection 1 c: Ix  is said to be a fuzzy supra open a - shading if and only if for every 

point xaX, there exists Xs such that X(x)>a, where aI, and each member of is a 

fuzzy supra open set. 

Definition 6.2.2.: A fuzzy Supra topological space (X, t*)  is supra compact, if every 

supra open cover of X by members of t contains a finite sub cover, that is if t 

for all isJ and V =1 where iJ, then there are finitely many indices 

IcI,Suchthat vp =1. 

Definition 6.2.3.: Let (X, 
t *) 

be a fuzzy supra topological space and aEl then 

(X, t*)  is said to be a- supra compact if every fuzzy supra open a- shading of the 

space has a finite a- sub shading. [47] 

Theorem 6.2.4.: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space. Then the following 

are equivalent. 

(I) such that iEJ is a cover of X. 

(2) V  jtj =1 where icJ for all x EX. 
iEj 

(3) A J.Lj =0 where ieJ for all x cX 
ic-i 

Proof: (1) =(2) is clear from the definition of cover. Since j.Lj such that iEJ is a 

cover of X means V =1 where iEJ for all x EX. 
IeJ 

(2)0 (3) Since A lii =inf{j.i1  } where icJ for all x E X. 
1€] 
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= 1-sup {p } whereiEJ for allxEX. 

= 1-1=0 

416 (3)= (1), from (3) as above it can be shown that V = 1. Which implies that jLj is 
iEJ 

a cover of X. 

Theorem 6.2.5.: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, S*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, with (X, 

t*) supra compact, and let f: X -> Y be a supra fuzzy continuous surjection mapping. 

Then (Y, S*)  is also supra compact. 

Proof: Let u S 
* 

for each iEJ and assume that V  u. =1. Now for each x 
i€J 

\,u'(u1 )(x) =1 ,So the t'.. open fuzzy sets f'(u1 ), iJ cover of X . Thus for finitely 
ie 

many indices I , J 2 .........I El such that V  f'(u..) =1 , If u is a fuzzy set in Y the 
, iEJ 

condition f is surjection mapping into Y implies that, for any y cY, 

f(f (u))(y) sup { f(u1 )(z): zc f_ I  (y)} 

= sup {u(f(z)):f(z)y} =u(y) 

so f(f' (u))u .Thus, any fuzzy sets in Y. 

1f(1)f( V  f 1  (ui.)) = V f(f(u.)) = V u s... Therefore (Y, S*)  is supra compact. 
Z€J lEJ IEJ 

Theorem 6.2.6: Let (X, t 
*) 

and (Y, S ) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces, and let 

f: X—*Y be a supra fuzzy continuous surjection mapping. Let A is an fuzzy supra 

compact set in (X, t*)  Then f(A) is also supra compact in(Y, S*). 

Proof: Let B= {G : ieJ } ,where G 1  be a fuzzy supra open cover of f(A). Then by 

definition of supra continuity A= 

{f1 (G1 ): i E J } is the fuzzy supra open cover of A. Since A is fuzzy supra compact, 

there exists a finite sub cover of A, that is GIk,  k1, 2, 3......n, such that Ac U 

(GIk) . Hence 

f(A) f(Uf'(G k ))=u f(f'(G k ))cu G.. 

Therefore f(A) is fuzzy supra compact 
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Corollary 6.2.7.Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space. Then(X, t*)  be 

a -  supra compact iff for all a -centered collection of fuzzy supra closed set F in X, 

there exists xEEX and for all supra closure of 11(x)~:1-a V J.LE F. 1471 

Proof:-Firstly suppose (X, 
*) 

is a -supra compact then from definition for all supra 

open set LEF with j.t(x) ~!a with a [0, 1]. Hence the complement of t is (l-lL)(x)= 

l-t(x). Hence there exist xEX. t(x) ~!l-a. So supra closure of [t(x) 

~l-a. 

Conversely suppose for all .t F supra closure of t(x)~l-a.So F is the 

collection of supra closed set with .t(x):5 a . Hence by the theorem A supra fuzzy 

topological space (X, t*)  is a -supra compact, iff V collection F of supra closed set ? 

in X with ?(x):!~ a ,there is x cX such that p.(x)~: 1-a where LE F ,So (X, t) is a-

supra compact. 

Theorem 6.2.8: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, s*)  be two fuzzy supra topological spaces .Then 

the product (Xx Y,6*)  is fuzzy supra compact if and only if (X, t*)  and (Y, s*)  are 

fuzzy supra compact. 

Proof: First suppose that (Xx Y,3A)  is fuzzy supra compact, then we can define a 

fuzzy continuous surjection mapping ic and it 2  from (Xx Y,5) to (X, t*)  and (Y, 
*) 

respectively .Then by a theorem (X, t*)  and (Y, s*)  are fuzzy supra compact. 

Conversely let (X, t*)  and (Y, s*)  are fuzzy supra compact. Since 

= {G. x  I-l i  : G i E t 
* 

and I-l i  E s for i E J} where G and H 1  are fuzzy supra open 

set. We claim that if {G: iEJ} is a cover ofX. and (H i : iEJ) is a cover of Y. That is 

if V  G.(x)1 for all xeX , and if V  H.(y)=1 where i EJ for all y Y. Then 
ief ' icf 

V {(G. x  H1  )(x,y)}= Sup {min{ G (x), H1  (y)} } . Hence we have finite subset J' of 
iEJ 

for which .V  G i  (x)=l or .
EJ 
V H (y)1 . Whence we have 

={G 1  xl-I 1  : G16t* and H 1  c s*for  i c J' } is a finite sub cover of (XxY,8) 

.Hence(Xx Y,c) is fuzzy supra compact. 
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Theorem:6.2.9. Every fuzzy supra compact subset of a fuzzy supra 1, -space is 

closed. 

Proof: Let (X, *) is a fuzzy supra T, -space and ? is fuzzy supra compact subset of 

X. We shall prove that 2 is closed. If?= 0, then ? is closed. Since 0 is an open set. If 

Xc #  0 Now since (X, t*)  is a fuzzy supra T 2  -space then V x, y cX, x # y , 3 k, p.c t 

such that 2.(x)>0, p.(y)>0 

and ?.Ap.=0. Now p(y) is an open cover of ?. Since X is supra compact .then 3 finite 

number of points y1 1y 2  ,y1. ...... y,, such that 
, 

if xe X then x 
, 

Since 
IzI 1-1 

XAp.=O. Which shows that X is open. Hence 2 is closed. 

6.3: Connectedness Property of FSTS 

In the following section we have investigated certain fuzzy supra connected 

concepts and we will use the abbreviation FSC for the terms 'fuzzy supra 

connected'. 

Definition 6.3.1.: Let (X, t*)  be a FSTS. Two fuzzy set ? and t in X are said to be Q- 

separated if there exist (t 
* 

-supra closed) or t 
* 

-supra open fuzzy sets u and v in X such 

that 2 :!~ u , p ~ v and XAv=0,or J.tAU=0 => 2 A ,U =OXA p. .If ?, and p. are crisp then 

they are Q-separated iff they are separated. : [491 

Definition 6.3.2: Let (X, t) be a FSTS. LetX andp. are two supra fuzzy closed 

subsets in X. Then2 and p. are said to be disjoint if XAp.=0. 

Theorem 6.3.3: Let (X, t*)  be a FSTS. X and p. are two supra fuzzy closed subsets in 

X. We shall prove that ?Ap.=0 if and only if X A p =0=XA jt in other word two fuzzy 

supra closed subsets of a FSTS (X, t*)  is separated if and only if they are disjoint. 

Proof: Let (X, t*)  be a FSTS and ? and p. are two fuzzy supra closed subsets in X, 

Then=X and p =.p. Let ?. and p. are separated then by definition ? A .t0 and 

A. A p. =0, Since X =Xand p. = p. so ?Ap.=0 and AAp.=O => X and jt are disjoint. 

Conversely let ?. and lt are two disjoint supra fuzzy closed subsets of 

(X, t*)  then ?.Ap.=0. We shall prove that they are separated, i.e 
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A ji0 and XA 0, now XAF0 

=> 2 A p=0 and X A Ji. =0 . Since XT  = Xand jt =t. Hence A. and p are separated. 

Theorem 6.3.4: Let (X, t*) be a FSTS. A. And it are two separated fuzzy supra subset 

in X. We shall prove that if Xvt is fuzzy supra closed then Xand p. are individually 

fuzzy supra closed. 

Proof: Let X and [t are two fuzzy separated supra subsets in X such that Xv[t is fuzzy 

supra closed. We shall prove that X and [t are individually fuzzy supra closed. 

Since X and p. are two fuzzy separated supra subsets in X, so we have A.v p. =0 and 

A. A p =0. Also Xvp. is fuzzy supra closed => 2 vp =2 V p. =Xvp. 

..2=2A (2vp.)=2A (2vp.)(2A2)v(A.Ap)=2vO=A. 

Similarly p. = p.. 

Hence 2 and p. are fuzzy supra closed. 

Theorem 6.3.5: Let (X, ) be a FSTS. A. and p. are two separated fuzzy supra subsets 

in X. We shall prove that if Xv p. is fuzzy supra open then A. and ji are individually 

fuzzy supra open. 

Proof:- Let A. and ti are two fuzzy separated supra subsets in X such that A.vp. is fuzzy 

supra open. We shall prove that A. and p are individually fuzzy supra open. Since 

2 and p. are two fuzzy separated supra subsets in X, So we have Xv p. =0 and 2 A p 

=0. Also A.vp. is fuzzy supra open. [t being closed. So (p.)' is closed. Hence 

(A.vp.) A (p.)' is fuzzy supra open. So 

(Xvp.)A(p.)'=[XA(p.)']v[i A(p.)']2A02 

[SinceXv iii =0= 2 :!~ 
(p.)C] 

This shows that 2 is open, similarly it can be prove that g is open. 

Definition 6.3.6: Let (X, t*)  be a FSTS. We call (X, t*)  is 

(l)FSC (I) iff there does not exist non-zero Q-separated supra fuzzy set u and v in t 

with! =uvv. 
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(2)FSC (II) iff there does not exist non-zero separated supra fuzzy sets u and v in X 

with 1= uvv. 

(3) FSC (III) iff there do not exist u, v c= t - {0, 1} with uvv>O and 

UA v0. 

Theorem 6.3.7: The following statements are equivalent for an FSTS (X, 

(X, t * ) is FSC (I). 

(b)There does not exist non-zero disjoint t 
* 

-supra closed crisp sets whose supremum 

is 1. 

(c)There does not exist non-zero disjoint t -supra open crisp sets whose supremum is 1. 

(X, t*)  is FSC (II) 

Proof: (a) =(b) 

If there exist Crisp subsets 1 A  and 1 E t A 0 :# i, such that 0. 

1 AVI  ,1 and 1 A  Al 13 
 =0. Then clearlyl Aand 1, are t * separated. 

So (X, t*)  is not FSC (I).Which contradicts (a). 
Cec\\ 

 

=(c) 

If there exist Crisp subsets l A and 1 13 E t, 'A #0  #l, such that 1 4 v1 8  =1 and 

A A 1 =0. Then clearlyl and 1 8 are t - closed. Which contradicts (b). 

=(d) If (X, ) is not (d) then u, v cIX  -{0}such that u and v are separated and 

1uvv. 

Now there exist?, and [t e t such that u :5A and v:!~ p. and 2AvO,uAu, but 

then ?. and pt are crisp also 2 A p. =Oand ?vp.=1 contradicting (c) 

Theorem 6.3.8 A supra topological space (X, T*  is connected iff (X,w (T)).is 

FSC(i) 

Proof:- First ,let (X, T*)  is connected . If(X,v (T*)).is  not FSC(i) then there exist 

two non-zero fuzzy supra open sets u, v in w (T) such that I = uv v. and UA V= 0. 

Then we see that u(a,1], v(a,l]E T,a El 1  and u'(a,l]u v(a ,1]=X and 

u'(a ,1]r v'(a,I]=Ø (X, T* ) isnot connected, a contradiction. 

Conversely if (X, w (T * )).is FSC(i) but (X, T .) is not connected then there exist 
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U and V e U # 0 # V such that Un V= 0 and U u V=X , Now l u g  1 being 

1.s.c belong to ( (T')) and I # 0 # 1 .Moreover I v 1 =1 and I u  A 1 =0 

Showing that (X, w (T 
* 

)).is not FSC(i) ,which is also a contradiction. 
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